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James Meredith Shot Down
CONGRESSMAN GRIDER
Congressman Grider
To 'Run On Record'
Congressman George Grider
made it official on Monday• at
noon at the Holiday Inn Mid-
town that he would seek renom-
ination and reelection to the
U. S. House of Representatives
from the Ninth District of Ten-
nessee during a brief speech
before about 75 persons.
Reading from a prepared
talk, after having been intro-
duced by Lydel Sims, who man-
aged his campaign two years
ago in the Democratic primary,
Mr. Grider said that in his
third career, "as a member Of
the House of Representatives,
representing the community
where I was born, I have found
everything that a man could
hope for."
These he listed as unlimited
opportunity to work effectively
for the cause of freedom and
great scope to better the lot of
all Americans.
RECORD TO SPEAK
Congressman Grider said that
he would run on his record, and
would not let campaigning in-
terfere with his duty to repre-
sent the people of his district
while in the double role of can-
didate and representative up
until November 8.
In a press conference after
his announcement, he told a re-
porter that he would not answer
charges of the Republican can-
didate for Congress until after
the primary election in August,
but that this first objective
would be to gain the Democrat-
ic nomination.
Asked how he thought he
would fare with the voters in
area he will represent since
Shelby County has been reap-
portioned, Representative Gri-
der said he believed that he
carried the new area to the
same percentage that voters
supported his county-wide.
With the Congressman at the
time of the announcement was
Mrs. Grider and two of their
children.
Bus Driver
Shoots Man
During Attack
A 60-year-old man, who
caused a disturbance on a
Memphis Transit bus about 6
a.m. last Monday, was shot
through the chin when he later
threatened to stab a driver as
the MTA worker was about to
summon the police.
The victim, who was later
disarmed by a second bus driv-
er as the assailant was about
to stab the first man, was iden-
tified as Willie Williams of 1160
Ryder at.
According to Homicide In-
spector N. E. Zachary, Mrs.
AquiIla Harris, 34, of 1101 Capi-
tal st., was standing at the cor-
ner of Poplar and Cleveland
waiting for a bus when Wil-
liams came up and thrust his
hand in her purse.
She managed to snatch her
purse away from him just as
a bus was pulling up to the
stop, and as she got on, Wil-
liams came on the bus behind
her, cursing and finally strik-
ing at her before the bus driv-
er, Joseph Clay, 26, asked him
to get off the bus.
Police said Clay drove about
a block from where Williams
dismounted from the bus,
placed a small pistol which he
carried with him in his pocket,
and was about to go into a
phone booth to call police,,whe,
intercepted hi andWilliams 
told hi mhe would cut his head I
off if he tried to call the offi-
cers.
Clay told the officers that
when he tried to close the tele-
phone booth, Williams lunged
after him with the knife, and
he pulled his gun and shot him
in the chin.
The bus driver said that Wil-
liams kept coming on him, and
that he then threw his pistol
down, and the two of them be-
rm wrestling on the ground.
They continued to wrestle, he
said, until a second bus pulled
up and its driver succeeded in
getting the knife from Williams,
See BUS page 2
CONFEREES 'SING' LBIS
TUNE DURING D.C. MEET
By Whittier Sengstacke,
If the delegates to the-recent
White House Conference, "To
Fulfill These Rights," had left
it singing, "Whatever Johnson
Wants, Johnson Gets," it would
not h ave been the least bit
surprising.
Though the meeting went
along quite smoothly, many of
the delegates had some mis-
givings about the way it had
been set up, and Floyd McKis-
sick, national director of the
Congress of Racial Equality,
said that it had been "rigged."
But the conference was com-
posed of a cross section of
American society. It included
Negroes, whites, and all of the
religious faiths.
Among the Memphians in-
vited there were Lewis Twigg,
Jr., president of Union Protec-
tive Life Insurance company,
A. Maceo Walker, president,
H. A. Gilliam, Sr., vice presi-
dent, of Universal Life Insur-
ance company, and Rev. James
A. McDaniel, executive direc-
tor of the Memphis Urban
League.
The feeling of defeat was felt
by many of the delegates when
they learned that a 30-man
planning and executive council,
appointed by the President and
headed by industrialist Ben W.
Heineman, had issued a state-
ment containing 102 pages or
recommendations, and that
participatns would not take any
actiOn on the recommendations
or even vote on the resolution.
Among the complaints heard
were "too many words and too
little action;" lack of enforce-
ment of civil rights laws, inef-
fective poverty programs, bru-
tality of police in slums.
CORE voiced its dissatisfac-
tion about the war in Vietnam,
and other delegates said that
too many domestic programs
were being sacrificed to sup-
port the war.
While dissatisfaction ap-
peared to be spreading, Presi-
dent Johnson made an unex-
pected appearance and said,
"We are moving. I came here
tonight at the end of a long
day to tell you that we shall
not turn back."
With LBJ's appearance and a
visit the following day by Am-
bassador Arthur Goldberg of
the UN, it became clear that
the conference would stay with-
in the bounds set for it by the
MEREDITH IN MEMPHIS
BEFORE TRAGEDY STRUCK
Beverl Guy Gets
Wellesley Award
A Memphian, who was grad-
uated last week from Spelman
college in Atlanta, will attend
Wellesley college in Massachu-
setts this fall on a Catherine
Hughes Waddell Fellowship.
She is Miss Beverly Guy of
430 Lucy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter P. Guy, Jr.
Miss Guy received her bach-
elor of arts degree in English
cum laude from Spelman, and
she plans to do graduate work
in English at Wellesley.
The Catherine Hughes Wad-
dell Fellowship provides the
student with all costs for tui-
tion, as well as room and board
in a dormitory, as well as
transportatibn costs to and
from the school and a trip
home during the Christmas
vacation.
Miss Guy was graduated
from Manassas High school in
1962. Her mother is on the staff
of Owen college and her father
a teacher of art at Manassas
High school.
BEVERLY GUY
Principal Hit Teacher
President.
tending the meeting, Mr. Gold- Cut At BTW's PM SchoolAsked for his reasons for at-
berg said, "We cannot have a
Great Society in the world if
we do not have one at home.
"I invited myself for a par-
ticular reason, and that is that
this conference is vital to our
image in the United Nations.
What we say on the UN floor
does not affect us if we do not
do it at home."
Jackie "Moms" Mabley, the
Negro comedienne, surprised
participants at the conference
with her statement that neither
segregated or integrated public
schools would be the same until
the Bible is returned to the na-
tion's classrooms.
WILLIAM SWEET
50 Attend LeMoyne
Up Bound Program
An Upward bound project
sponsored by the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity, is being
held this summer at LeMoyne
college and is designed to en-
courage non
-college bound stu-
dents who seem to have the ca-
pacity of succeeding in higher
education beyond the secondary
school.
Some 50 tenth and eleventh
grade boys and girls, whose
family income falls into a cate-
gory set by the 0E0, will at-
tend the classes on LeMoyne's
campus for the eight
-week ses-
sion which runs June 15
-Aug.
15.
The students will come from
Carver, Humes and Washington
High schools and will concen-
trate upon English, mathema-
tics and the social studies.
Classes will be held in the
mornings, while the afternoons
will be devoted to tutoring ses-
sions, private and group.
ALL EXENSES
See LeMOYNE page 2
Bedlam broke loose tempo-
rarily on the Booker T. Wash-
ington Evening School campus
last Wednesday night, around
9:30 o'clock, when one of the
evening school faculty mem-
bers, David M. Wright, 32, of
2109 Blakewood pl., suffered
superficial knife wounds, in the
hand and face.
A. D. Miller, Evening School
principal was struck in the
face, and another faculty mem-
ber, J. B. Watson, was knocked
unconscious before the affray
ended.
The situation developed when
Leon Davis, 20, 2341 Park and
Jemes W. Ayers, 24, 1487 S.
Montgomery, entered the school
and started a disturbance by
refusing to leave the premises
when asked.
One of the men claimed that
he was looking for his wife. Mr.
Miller, the principal, asked him
to leave the building, as exam-
inations were over and all reg-
ular evening school pupils had
left the building.
The men were defiant and
refused to leave.
Several male faculty mem-
bers were assembled at the
front door where most of the
argument occurred.
The intruders resented being
ordered out of the building.
Mr. Miller almost pleaded
with the men to leave, assur-
ing them that all the students
had left the building and that
he was about to hold a faculty
meeting.
They continued to refuse to get
out of the front door. They be-
came abusive of the principal
and other teachers. No one
sought to argue with them or
exchange words.
Mr. Miller continued to ask
them to leave the building and
told them they were making it
necessary for him to call the
police.
It was later established by
some of the faculty members
present that the men had been
drinking. They kept their hats
on in the building and refused
to remove them when asked. It
was Mr. Miller's request that
they remove the hats in the
building that provoked them to
further resistance.
Without obvious provocation
one of the men swung over the
head of a faculty member and
struck Mr. Miller. In the en-
suing melee the knife
-wielding
and other violence occurred.
Davis and Ayers fled the
scene but were shortly caught
by police.
They were charged with as-
sault and battery, disturbing
the peace, and intent to com-
mit a felony. They were given
routine fines in City, Court. But
a warrant for their further
prosecution by the State was
sworn out. They are now out
on bond, awaiting trial
In Mississippi
'Memphian Says Deputy
Could Have Saved Him
James Meredith told news-
men covering the first day of
his march to Jackson, Miss.,
that he was trying to prove to
himself that a Negro could
walk the highways of Mississip-
pi without being shot.
But in just 25 hours he was
ADMITS SHOOTING
Aubrey J. Norvell, (right), is
led to police car after he was
arrested in the shooting of
James Meredith In Hernando,
Miss. Norvell, 40, an unemploy-
ed hardware contractor from
Memphis, admitted he was the
sniper who shot Meredith, au-
thorities said. (UPI Telephoto)
Meredith's
March To
Continue
Following a conference
with James Meredith in
Memphis on Tuesday, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
announced that the march
would continue to Jack-
son.
Flanked by Stokeley
Carmichael of SNCC and
Floyd McKiesick of
CORE, Dr. King, pres-
ident of Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Confer-
ence, said the march may
become larger than the
Selma to Montgomery
march last year.
"We are going all out
to make it bigger than
the one last year," Dr.
King said.
back in Memphis with his evi-
dence that the day for such
confidence in his native state
has not arrived.
Meredith, who entered the
University of Mississippi in
1962 amid violence, and whose
right to study at the school in
Oxford, Miss., was backed up
with the might of a nation, was
shot down two miles south of
Hernando on Monday afternoon
as he and his companions at-
tempted to make it to Cold-
water, Miss., as a stopping
point for the night.
Joseph Crittenden, of 1376 N.
Second at., who was walking
along side of Meredith when he
was shot in the back of the
head, said the man who did the
shooting, who was later identi-
fied following his arrest as
James Norvell, was in a car
which they had walked past,
and that the man then drove
on ahead of the marchers and
parked his vehicle in a lane
leading into some woods.
CALLED MEREDITH
"It looked like he had a .16
gauge shotgun when he came
out and called James, and then
fired three times.
"We all hit the ground at that
time," Mr. Crittenden said,
See SHOT page 2
wears the mantle of his respon-
Leonard Small-Seeks bs iebri I oi tfy Kwa'i tphp ae a s e Alpha a n d pi s aFmraetemr-
Chances For All
By ERMA LAWS
The man behind the oak door
bearing the gold metal letter-
ings with this inscription,
"State of Tennessee Depart-
ment of Personnel, Employ-
ment Representative Leonard
J. Small," 1503, is our "Man in
the News."
This is a branch of the State
Department of Personnel and is
located in the 100 N. Main
Building and was opened Jan-
uary 1, 1966 to help promote
equal employment in State Em-
ployment.
Leonard J. Small was ap-
pointed to this position, after
serving in the Tennessee De-
partment of Employment Se-
curity for 15 years, by Gover-
nor Frank G. Clement. Duties
of this office carry him all
over West Tennessee counseling
and giving specific information
concerning employment with
any State agency.
Leonard Small has a history
of "firsts" in his life. In 1942
he volunteered for the United
States Navy and was chosen as
one of the first Negroes to inte-
grate the Special Service. In
1945 he integrated the Navy's
Conservatory of Music in Wash-
ington, D. C.
In 1950, Mr. Small was the
first Negro Veteran Employ-
ment Representative for the
state of Tennessee. In October,
1964, he became the first Negro
Employment Counselor in the
State of Tennessee and on Feb-
ruary 15, 1965 he helped open
the nation's first Youth Oppor-
tunity Center at 42 North Cleve-
land.
only garment manufacturing
company in this area that is
completely owned and operated
and financed by Negroes dis-
tributing garments throughout
The "Man in the News"
A native of St. Louis, Mo.
where he was educated in pub
lic schools, Mr. Small is a grad-
uate of Tuskegee Institute
which he entered in 1940. He
was graduated from Tuskegee
In 1948 with a B. S. Degree in
Commercial Industries major-
ing in garment making.
Mr. Small has done special
work at LeMoyne College, Ten-
nessee A dr I State University
in Nashville, graduate work at
the University of Tennessee and
completed the American Gen-
tlemen Designing School in
New York City.
This enterprising young man
is President of BHS Custom
Tailors, Inc., a concern which
manufactures in their own fac-
tory here in Memphis choir
robes, pulpit, academic gowns,
women's and children's gar-
ments. This company is locat-
ed at 248 Vance ave. and is the
nity, the NAACP, the Urban
League, Director of Nabritaires
— a boy's organization training
in Executive Leadership, the
National Business League; Pro-
gram Committee Member of
Corry Junior High PTA; a
member of the Memphis Tus-
LEONARD J.
See SMALL page 2
Dr. Josephine Isabel
To Join Hospital Staff
Dr. Josephine Isabel, daugh- Frank Tobey hospital for chil-
ter of Mr. pnd Mrs. George Isa-
bel, Sr., of 2068 Claremont Cir-
cle, will join the staff of the
City of Memphis Hospitals on
July 1 as a second-year resi-
dent in pediatrics.
"We are delighted to have
her come here and be a part
of our organization," Dr. Glenn
Clark, chief of staff for the City
of Memphis Hospitals, told the
Tri-State Defender.
Dr. Isabel, the first Negro
doctor to join the staff, will be
an associate resident in pedia-
trics, and will serve in the
dren, and on rotation at the Le-
Bonheur Hospital for Children
She attended LeMoyne col-
lege from 1957 to 1960 and was
graduated from Meharry Medi-
cal college in Nashville in 1964.
Since graduating from Me-
harry, Dr. Isabel has completed
her internship and one year of
residepce in pediatrics at the
D. C. General Hospital in
Washington, D. C.
Dr. Isabel's mother is a
member of the faculty of Shan-
non Elementary school.
1
Attend Co-Ettes' Graduation Dinner At Sheraton-Peabody, June 13
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Woman Of The Week
Clark Family Is Active
In Civil Rights, Labor
, One of the busiest women in
Shelby County when it comes
to politics and labor is Mrs.
Alzada Bradley Clark. She has
been instrumental in getting
numbers of people registered
to vote and has done this with-
out fanfare. Her efforts in this
regard have been so remark-
able that she was cited by the
Citizens Non Partisan V ot er
Registration Campaign for out-
standing services.
Mrs. Clark was the first Ne-
gro woman named as director
of Women's Activities Depart-
ment of COPE. . .Committee
On Political Education. In this
capacity she travels all over
th2 state teaching women to
work with the labor movement
in their political endeavors.
This organization has branches
in thirty-two of the United
States. At present Mrs. Clark
is working with organized la-
bor throughout the state pro-
mcting the political candidates
endorsed by labor.
Shot
Continued from page 1
and as we were crawling on
the highway, the man went
back to his car and was getting
back into it when a deputy
went across the street and ar-
rested him."
Molianimed Raul, who was
sent south by the Washington
"Daily News- to cover the
Meredith march to Jackson,
also said the man, whom he
excitedly described back in
Memphis as "the murderer,"
came up with the gun and
called, "James," before he shot
Meredith.
Leon Downing, white driver
of the ambulance which brought
Meredith back to Memphis,
said that the victim talked all
of the way from Hernando.
Meredith was at first carried
to E. H. Crump Memorial hos-
pital, then transferred to John
Gaston, where some reporters
were able to catch a glimpse
of doctors working on him in
the emergency room doors
swung as doctors and nurses
walked to and fro.
TRANSFERRED TO BOWLD
A few hours after arriving in
Memphis, Meredith was trans-
ferred to a private room on the
fifth floor of the William Bowld
hospital.
Among those persons who
rushed to the hospital to make
arrangements for him after he
was brought back to the city
were Dr. C. L. Dinkins, a mem-
ber of the board of the City of
Memphis Hospitals and presi-
dent of Owen college; Jesse H.
Turner, president of the Mem-
phis branch of the NAACP;
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, execu-
tive secretary of the Memphis
branch of the NAACP, and her
husband, Dr. Vasco A. Smith,
who had been host to Meredith
after his first day of marching
in the Memphis area.
Meredith began his march -to
Mississippi a few minutes
ahead of the scheduled 2 p.m.
that had been announced, and
newsmen quipped that it was
the first event ever known in
Memphis to get underway on
time.
The "Woman of the Week",
Is active in civic and communi-
ty activities. She is a member
of the 50th Ward Civic Club of
which she is also an officer;
the 50th Ward Democratic
Club, a Board Member of the
Memphis Branch NAACP and
also Chairman of WINS . . .
Women in NAACP Service.
In 1964. Mrs. Clark was the
recipient of the Merit AwardU
given by the Memphis NAACP.
The plaque is inscribed with
these words, "For services dur-
ing the preceding year demon-
strating outstanding devotion to
the principles of human digni-
ty and individual liberty". Of
the many citations she has re-
ceived, Mrs. Clark holds this
one dearer to her heart
It might be said that th e
Clark family is an NAACP
family. Leroy Clark, husband
of our "Woman of the Week",
is also an avowed NAACP
worker and serves as Co-Chair-
man of the Labor and Industry
Committee of the NAACP, and
his son, Atty. Leroy Clark, Jr.,
of New York City is second in
command to Atty. Jack Green-
berg in the Legal and Educa-
tional Defense Fund of t h e
NAACP. The Clarks have also
lived in New York City, where
they worked with the Nations
NAACP and High Point, North
rolina where she participat
in her first NAACP demon
strations.
Mrs. Clark has been awarded
a pin for 500 hours of volun-
teer services in the campaign-
ing efforts of Congressman
George Grider. This award was
presented her by COPE. She
has also received a 100 hour
pin from the Memphis Labor
Council for volunteer services
and also a citation from the
National AFL-C10.
She is advisor of the 50th
Ward Youth Group wh ich
works to get people registered
to vote and gives baskets of
food to the needy at Thanks-
giving and Christmas.
/KiCileoduldHiHrnefveav  I Rights March Builds In Mississippi
Meredith
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)
— James Meredith said Tues-
day he could have "knocked
off" his intended killer w ith
one shot if he had taken a ri-
fle instead of a Bible on his
See page 2
from the spot where a sniper
walking trip to Jackson.
In a long, hand-written note
read to a news conference by
his lawyer, A. W. Willis, Mere-
dith expressed chagrin ov er
his shooting in the second day
of the planned two-week march.
"What did I think while the
man was shooting me?" Mere-
dith questioned. "I was think-
ing that I had made a mistake
not to carry a gun with me...
"I felt embarrassed because
I would have knocked the in-
tended killer off with one shot
had I been prepared, but,I was
not. My father would have been
prepared."
Meredith said the night be-
fore he went to Mississippi he
made the "fateful decision" to
carry a Bible instead of a gun.
The wounded Negro said he
feared the drama of his shoot.
ing would overshadow the sig-
nificance of his walk.
"Although De Soto County is
sparsely populated, hundreds
of Negroes lined the streets
and waited to greet me upon
my arrival and to express their
consent and thankfulness f o r
what I was trying to do f o r
them," Meredith wrote.
Bus
Continued from page 1
who then fled He was arrested
about two blocks from where
Mrs. Clark is a member of
the White Stone Baptist Church
on South Parkway where she
Is an instructor in the Baptist
Training Union. She is chair-
man of the Membership Com-
mittee of the Lily of the Valley
Club of the church.
A native of Memphis she is
a graduate of Manassas High
School and the Commercial
Arts School of Business.
She has an office with t h e
Memphis Labor Council at 136
1-2 S. Second st. She and her
husband who is an Internation-
al Representative of AFL-CIO
United Furniture Workers o f
Arncrica live at 2175 Pennsyl-
vania.
PROTECTED IN MEMPHIS
Asked why he had chosen
Memphis as a starting point,
he replied. "Well, you know
that Memphis is considered the
northern capital of Mississippi,
so that is why I am starting
• here."
Small
Continued from page 1
kegee Alumni Assoctation and
the International Association
Professional Employment Ser-
vice.
the incident occurred when
lice came on the scene.
Not seriously wounded, Wil-
liams will be charged with
creating a disturbance on a bus
when he is released from the
hospitaL
• The bus driVer has been ar-
rested on the charge of carry-
ing a pistol and released on
bond.
Mr. Small is married to the
former Miss Dorothy Womack,
who is from Houston. Texas
and is a teacher at Ford Road
Elementary School. They are
the parents of two sons, Leon-
ard Jr.. who attends Fr. Her-,
trend High School and Doran
Keith who attends Corry Junior
High School. The Smalls are
members of the First Baptist
Lauderdale Church.
Po-
Bigger Than
Selma Trek,'
Leaders vow
I shot James Meredith down and edith will have a greater Am-
end 220 miles away in Jackson, pact than the march from Sel-
(11Peekibi u) The DAILY DEFEND/I)
HIGHWAY 51, Miss. — The
largest march in civil rights
history was being set into mo-
tion Wednesday. It was to start
Miss., with a mass rally.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
President of the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer -
ence; Stokely Carmichael, lead-
er of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee; a n d
Floyd McKissick, head of the
Congress of Racial Equality,
vowed to make the march "big-
ger than Selma."
King said, The Memphis to
Jackson march started by Mer-
Dr. Martin Luther King and CORE leader Floyd McKissick,
announced in Memphis, Tenn., that they will lead a march
through rural Mississippi, starting at the place near
Hernando, Miss., where James Meredith was shot. (UPI
Telephoto)
LeMoyne
Continued from page 1
During the eight-week sum-
mer session, the students will
receive a stipend of ten dollars
a week, plus transportation,
two meals, all material needed,
hear and meet educational con-1
sultants, go on field trips and
attend cultural affairs.
In addition to the teaching
staff, tutors will be available
to assist teachers in any capac-
ity that will enhance the pro-
gram. Emphasis will be on
motivational rather than reme-
dial work.
Classes will be geared to
promote discussions and de-
Indulge that urge—ernergellti SailidTheir•
sun sandals priced for ertar*the-eesason
savings!
bates. The first and foremost
objective will be to excite the
interest of the students in ab-
stract ideas and in learning,
and to encourage critical think-
ing.
Coordinating the Upward
bound project will be William
H. Sweet, principal of Patter-
son High school, who has been
released from the Memphis
school system for the program.
FOLLOW-UP-PHASE
In a follow-up phase, during
the ensuing school year, the
students will return to their re-
spective schools, but will be ex-
pected to come to LeMoyne col-
lege on Saturday mornings to
bolster their "hoped for" new
interest in learning.
ma to Montgomery. It should
will proceed the trip to Tennes-
see, Billups revealed.
The Coordinating Council of
be the biggest, most moment- June 22 or 23, Blackwell said. Community Organizations is
oils march in history." Rev. Charles Billups, a local listing the names of those in-
SCLC leaders in Atlanta were SCLC staff worker, said one t,erested in joining the walk. A
spokesman for the group said
that all of the local rights
groups were making march
were huddling in an effort to But a mass rally scheduled for plans, and advised anyone in-
set the march going. 'Friday at 7 p.m. at the Warren wrested in making the walk to
Earlier, Chicago civil rights 'Avenue Congregational 
Church call the CCCO office at 548-6540.
leader Dick Gregory, his wife
Lillian, and five friends stood
in the dust that less than 24
hours before had been mottled
with Meredith's blood, to be
the first to restart the freedom
walk.
Barring legal complications,
the Meredith march is expect-
ed to arrive in Jackson about
not certain of the exact form group is expected to leave Chi-
the march would take, but they cago for Tennessee on Sunday.
Meredith, according to po-
lice, was gunned down by a
James Norvell, a white from
Memphis, who couldn't give a
reason for it, but admitted the
attack. Norvell was charged
with attempted murder and
bond was set at $25,000.
Randolph Blackwell, an at-
torney for the Southern Christ-
ian Leadership Conference,
(SCLC), announced that plans
were being made in Atlanta to
draw national participation i n
the "Meredith March."
Blackwell predicted that the
220-mile march would take ap-
proximately 15 days to com-
plete, and said it would wind
up in Jackson, Miss, with a
mass rally.
The attorney said that groups
and individuals across the na-
tion have been flooding SCLC's
office with wires and telegram:-
asking how to join the walk.
They were instructed to meet
starting today, at the Centena-
ry Methodist Church, located
on Mississippi blvd. in Mem-
phis, Tenn., where a bussing
service was being set up to
shuttle marchers to the point
where the march has progress-
ed.
The attorney said the march
is being coordinated by all of
the civil rights groups. Early
Tuesday, he said, SCLC, t h e
Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee, the Congress of
Racial Equality and the NAA-
CP met to plan the march.
eeAny building I design will have
beauty and function, but always
with the human touch.,.
• that's a must",
eeThe gin I buy is London Dry.
Gordon's. It's always brisk,
dry and smooth...To me,
Gordon's is a must",
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COMMENCEMENT PRINCIPALS — Prin-
cipal speakers at the 198th commencement
exercises at Alabama State college at Mont-
gomery are, from left, Charles W. Pecke,
Detroit, president of the General Alumni
Association; Dr. Levi Watkins, president of
the college, and Frank L Stanley, Louis-
ville, president of the National Newspaper
Publishers Association and editor of the
Louisville Defaider, who delivered the coin•
niencement adlireaa.
Alabama Graduates
Hear Ky. Editor
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Dr.
Frank L. Stanley, president aud
Publisher of the Louisville De-
fender and president of the Na-
tional Newspaper Publishers
Association, delivered the 148th
Commencement address to 255
candidates for graduation, a t
Alabama State College, Man-
day night, May 23, in the Are-
na Auditorium.
Dr. Levi Watkins, president
of the college, conferred d e -
grecs upon three Bachelor of
Arts, 245 Bachelor of Science,
and seven Master of Education
candidates, following their pre-
sentation by Dr. J. Gerard
Neptune, Dean of the College.
College President Levi Wat-
kins and National Alumni Pres-
ident Charles W. Pecke of De-
troit, Michigan inducted t h e
new graduates into member-
ship in the General Alumni
Association of the College. The
graduates were presented for
the induction by Henry A.
Spears, Coordinator of Alumni
Affairs.
FORMER TEACHER
The commencement speaker,
Dr. Stanley, is a former col-
lege professor who became a
professional journalist some 25
years ago. He graduated from
Atlanta and Cincinnati Univer-
sities where he earned the de-
grees of bachelor of arts and
master of arts respectively,
with a major in English and
a minor in journalism. He also
attended Columbia University's
American Press Institute, and
IVanderbilt Medic iMrE Meredith 1
Sobs Hysterically
-Admits First Negro At Sad Report
\Lester StudentsWin Two Contests
lAlien University honored h i m
Iwith the Doctor of Humanities
' degree.
In his message to the grad-
uates, Dr. Stanley stated Your
education has made it possible
for you to savor great ideals
from the world's most noble
souls; to learn something o f
the culture to which you are
heirs...1 n your education
much has been given to you.
Now... you must give some-
thing in return."
"Count your education wast-
ed if it has not given you tt.ei
capacity to think, to feel, to
sympathize, to love, and t o
take a stand... count it... a
waste if it has not prepared
you to play a role in deciding
the great issues of our times."
GREAT ISSUES
Among the great issues men-
tioned by the speaker were
human dignity, full first clat.s
citizenship for all men, service
to others, and making valuable
contributions to the moral and
cultural growth of our world.
"The mere fact that you are
a candidate for graduation,"
said Dr. Stanley "indicates
that you have been a thinker.
Now you are called upon to be
a doer.-
The baccalaureate service
was held in the Arena Sunday,
afternoon, May 22 at which
time Dr. Arthur W. Wilson,
Pastor of the Holt Street Bap-
tist Church, Montgomery, d e -
livered the sermon.
Lester High School won first
place recently in both the "My
Dream Room" contest, a n d
the table-setting contest spon-
sored by Lowenstein's.
James Fields wrote t h e
imaginative winning essay and
decorated the beautiful room.
His ingenuity and talent made Feds Watching Mississippi
Tennessee A&I State Univers-
ity's second ranking student
in the class of .1966 will entei
Vanderbilt University's School
of Medicine this fall as the first
Negro medical student.
He is Levi Watkins, Jr., pres-
ident of the Student Body dur-
ing his senior year and voted
"Student of the Year" at his
alma meter.
Mr. Watkins is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Levi Watkins, Sr., and
a grandson of Rev. W. L. Bar-
nado of Memphis. His father is
presently the president of Ala-
bama State college at Mont-
gomery, Ala., and the first
president of Owen college in
Memphis.
The student, who was one of
25 juniors across the country to
study at the Brain Institute of
the University of California at
Los Angeles last summer, will
study medicine at Vanderbilt
on a $1,500 fellowship from the
National Medical Fellowship,
Inc., of Chicago.
'Pleased'
In commenting upon young
Watkins as the school of medi-
cine's first Negro student, its
dean, Dr. Randolph Batson
said, "We are very pleased to
have him. He was sought after
by schools throughout the
United States."
pr. Batson explained that
Negroes are on the faculty of
the medical school and Negroes
L. WATKINS, Jr.
have done resident work there
but that Mr. Watkins will be
the first to begin work toward
the M. D. degree at Vanderbilt.
Although the school has been
integrated by policy for severe
years, Mr. Watkins is the first
Negro student to be accepted.
T h e former TSU student's
qualifications included a 3.70
average out of a possible 4.0,
which the dean said led to his
acceptance.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Justice Department said
Monday, election observers
have been sent to 14 Mississip-,
pi counties for today's congres-
sional primary elections.
At the same time, Atty. Gen.
Nicholas Katzenbach wrote
election officials in each of the
state's 82 counties warning
High. that the Department and the
FBI would take action against
any incidents of violence or
voter intimidation aimed at
newly enfranchised Negroes.
The 14 counties are Carroll,
Claiborne, Clay, Holmes,
Humphrey, Jackson, Jefferson,
Jeff Davis, Jones, Lallore,
Madison, Neshoba, Noxubee,
and Rankin.
his room number one. Tread-
well and Fairview won second
and third places.
Contestants, Eula Burchfield,
Eula Thomas, Brenda Rucker,
Carolyn Lewis, Linda Ken-
dricks, and Evelyn Comes, pre-
sented the attractive table set-
ting entry called "A Garden
Party," featuring eye-catching
hues of blue and green.
Their instructor is M r s
Nettie M. LaGrone.
Second and third place win-1
ners were Douglass and East
Lewis Twigg
Prominent Memphis bus-
inessman, Lewis H. Twigg, has
been invited to attend one of
the year's most significant con-
ferences called by President
Lyndon B. Johnson. The theme,
"To Fulfill These Rights", is
dealing with areas of the civil
rights issue.
The Conference is being held
.in Washington on June 1-2, at
the Sheraton Park Hotel, in
Washington, D. C.
Mr. Twigg is the president of
the Union Protective Life In-
surance company, with offices
at 1234 Mississippi blvd.
Some 200 observers were
available for duty but the De-
partment did not specify the
,number to be actually sent.
Acting under the 1965 Civil
Rights Act, Katzenbach earlier
had sent federal voting ex-
aminers into 24 Mississippi
counties to register voters.
Since the law was signed, the
number of eligible voters in-
creased from 35,000 to 132,000
in Mississippi.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
tearful Mrs. James Meredith,
who lived in constant fear of
her life while her husband at-
tended the University of Mis-
sissippi, sobbed hysterically
Monday night when told her
husband had been shot.
The grief-stricken wife cried
openly in her bedroom, sur-
rounded by friends when erron-
eous reports said that her hus-
band had been killed
Minutes later a family doc-
tor entered the fifth floor up-
per Manhattan apartment and
gave the 28-year-old woman a
sedative.
A few minutes later a Colum-
bia University professor, Alton
O'Steen, a white neighbor, en-
tered the apartment and escort-
ed Meredith's son, John, 5, to
his sixth floor apartment. John
had not been told his father
was shot in Mississippi.
When the erroneous report
that Meredith had been killed
Memphian Is Home After
Attending Miami Meeting
Miss P. S. Bolden haa re-1
turned to Memphis following al
trip to Miami, Fla., for the
General Conference of thei
Christian Methodist Episcopal
church.
While in Miami, Miss Bolden
was a house guest of Rev. and
Mrs. Lou.s H. Pordoek.
Rev. Portlock, a former pas- ,
tor of the Mt. Olive CMI-:
church, is now retired. Mrs.
Portlock is a senior supervisor
of t h e Walter H. Back-ham
Youth Hall of Dade County and
located in Miami.
Their 90n, Carver A. Port-
lock, was executive secretary
of the Bethune-Cookman college
National Alumni Association
and who had been the school's
director of public relations and
alumni affairs for six years, is
now community affairs coordin-
ator for Smith, Kline and
French Laboratories in Phila-
delphia, Pa.
The younger Mr. Portlock,
who was born after his parents
moved from Memphis, received
his bachelor of arts degree
from Bethune-Cookman college,
majoring in business adminis-
tration, religion and psycholo-
gy, and earned the master of
arts degree in speech and dra-
ma at Syracuse university at
Syracuse, N. Y.
Don't Debate Viet War
WASHINGTON — Americans
should not debate whether the
United States should be involv-
ed in the Viet Nam conflict,
Harland Cleveland,. U. S. am-
bassador to NATO, told gradu-
ates of American University.
"There is no doubt that our
power involves us in peace
everywhere; that we cannot es-
cape our own power, or walk
away from it; that unless we
develop international mecha-
nisms to keep the peace, we
will find ourselves the world's
was corrected, a shout of -0 residual peacekeeper; that our
God, thank God" went out from commitments in one place are
Mrs. Meredith's bedroom. closely related to our commit-
- - — --------
Primaries
The Negro dominated Missis-Ition would he fair.
sippi Freedom Democratic,
—
party has put up candidates in fairly
yPolling officials have been
chosen — particularly
each of the state's five con- where there is a heavy Negro
gressional districts. But in mini
of the races is the Negro can&
date considered to have 4ny
chance of winning nomination.
Katzenbach told local officials
that the degree to which they
conformed to the federal law,
was a criteria for sending ob-
servers to a specific area. Mat-
ters to be considered, he said,
were whether:
— A county was prepared to
deal with the increase in Negro
voters and had provided the nec-
essary polling places and bal-
lot boxes.
— Local officials have made
public statements that the elec-
UNPREPARED
SAN FRANCISCO —(UPI)—
The drunken bandit who robbed
$1,200 from the Sir Francis
Drake hotel returned and held
up the same desk clerk, bell-
boy and cashier. But this time
he was sober and got away with
only $770.
vote.
— There are grounds -for be-
lieving that Negroes will not
have their votes counted.
meats everywhere else; and
that we have to do what we can
to keep them limited, but then
make good on them," Cleve-
land said.
"There are wide areas of
quite legitimate debate about
Viet Nam," he added, but the
question of whether the United
States should be involved is
4euriously irrelevant."
Marriage Revealed
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Little of
1214 Keel ave. this week an-
nounced the marriage of their
daughter, Miss Carolyn D. Lit-
tle, to William C. Golliday, son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Golli-
day of Grenada, Miss.
The marriage took place on
Dec. 24, 1965.
Mrs. Golliday is a recent
graduate of Manassas High
school. Her husband is a grad-
uate of the Webster County
Training school.
MEREDITH DURING '62 SCHOOL CRISIS
Photo taken in September, 1962, shows
James Meredith with his attorney, Cons-
tance Baker Modey, now Manhattan Be.
rough president. Photo was taken outside
outside the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in New Orleans
on contempt of court charges against Mis-
sissippi authorities who refused to register
Meredith in the University of Mississippi.
as the court hearings
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Rev. And Mrs. S.A. Owen Feted On Their Golden Anniversary
HONORED COUPLE — Rev. and Mrs. Samuei A. Owen
are seen in the dining room of their home during the cc-
lebration on Wednesday night, June I, of their golden
wedding anniversary. They received a number of beautiful
gifts in the observance sponsored by members of the Me- •
tropolitan Baptist church, of which Rev. Owen is the pas-
tor.
Members Of Metro politan Honor
Couple During Gol den Anniversary
By MRS. RUBYE H. GADISON11ove1y ribbon-embroidered or-
ganza. Mrs. Jeanetta Powell
The members of Metropoli-; and Mrs. Dorothy Evans, cir-
tan Baptist church entertained ciliated among guests in ele-
in the plush manner for their gant floor-length gowns o f
pastor, the Rev. Samuel A. heavy pink satin with jewel
Owen and Mrs. Owen, who encrusted bodices.
celebrated 50 years of marri-
age on Wednesday, June 1.
Held at the spacious resi-
dence of the honorees at 761
Walker, the decor was e n -
hanced by bouquets of deep
yellow roses and foliage, ex-
quisite table appointments, a
sumptuous menu, and t h e
beautiful gowns of the many
feminine guests and members
who called to pay homage to
the distinguished couple.
Mrs. Owen chose for t h e
occasion the fragile beauty of
pink peau de sole and lace ac-
cented by a gold-sprayed pur-
ple orchid, while her sister-in-
law, Miss Fannie Ardella
Owen, was striking in rose
lace.
THE HOSTESSES
Mrs. S. A. Owen, Jr., at-
Other hostesses were Mes-
dames Mary Childress, Joyce
Pinkston, Gladyce Brown
Webb, Ada Bell Spraggins, Ed-
wina Hudson, Willa Strickland
and Rubye Gadison.
Music for the occasion was
rendered by Mrs. Thelma Wha-
lum, Mrs. Gay Lois Goons and
John Whittaker.
Other committee chairmen
and their assistants were Miss
Mary Kate James, Mrs. Jose-
phone Gipson, T. R. McLe-
more, Leroy Applin, Mesdam-
es Georgia Atkins, Joy M.
Home, Linnie Johnson, Ruby
Stewart, Mable Davis, Maggie
Kirtland, Sadie Gurney, Katie
McGuire, Ruth Reeves, Ella
Mae Matthews, Flora Coch-
rane, Thelma Whalum, Mary
tired in yellow linen, greeted S. Hill and Miss Bobbie Jean
guests. Mrs. Mary Hill, who Matthews.
was general chairman of the GIFTS PRESENTED
affair, anounced guests in a Among the gifts of gold pre-
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
ilt10 BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR HONEY!
SET
sourro
• Set Union
527.4471
ilb9 Summer
323-5594
 'MEM/
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INS1TtUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 876
527-5508
sented to Rev. and Mrs. Owen Charles Mickle, Rev, a n d
were a handsome pair of gold Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, Rev. amd
and crystal hurricane lamps, a Mrs. A. R. William and Rev.
W. L. Varnado.
Also Atty. and Mrs. J. F.
Estes, Mrs. John Whittaker,
the occasion, which were pre- Mrs. J. M. Terrell, N. H. Owen,
sented by Mrs. Ada Ateman on Mrs. Artie G. Nelson, presi-
behalf of the church. dent of the Baptist City Union
In addition to the host of No. 1; Thomas Pegues, Mrs.
members who came for t h e L. A. Levison, Mr. and Mrs.
celebration, there were friends Bennie Lewis, Dr. C. L. Dink-
from elsewhere, including Mrs. ins, Dr. Hollis F. Price, Mrs.
J. B. Freeland, Dyer sburg, Lucille Greene, Mts. Mary C.
Tenn., president of the State Murphy, Mrs. Aletha Young,
Women's Auxiliary of Tennes- Mrs. Addie Owen, Mrs. Bertha
see Baptist Convention; M r . Estes, vice president of t he
and Mrs. Russell B. Sugarmon, Women's Auxiliary to the Ten-
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Roddy, nessee to the BM&E Conven-
Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Olive, tion; Rev. E. G. Waller, C. F.
Jr., Rev. and Mrs. A. McEwen Thompson, Mrs. Charlie Gra-
Williams, Rev. and Mrs. John ham and Mrs. N. M. Watson.
magnificient table lamp, and a
crystal platter etched with
gold leaves and sentiments of
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
 •••••••=0
Ir—Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
"YOUR
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Yew' Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
INC.
248 Vence Ave.
TAILORS
JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
Ceremony Makes Whet Yea Ask For Arid
Croat's What Yeti Think Of"
•
Just naturally good I
SPEAS
PURE APPLE CIDFR OR ()I'd ILLE1)
SPEAg,
—please!
FREE! 28-paga booklet "Why
Didn't Someone Tell Me About All
These Uses for Vinegar?" Write SPEAS
COMPANY, 2400 Nicholson Avii,
Kansas City, Mo.
ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE Members of Metropoli-
tan Baptist church who served on the Anniversary com-
mittee are seen here around serving table during cele-
bration in the home of Rev. and Mrs. S. A. Owen. From
left are Mesdames Sadie Gurney, Ruby Stewart, Katie Mc-
Guire, Jeanetta II. Powell, Miss Mary Kate James, Mes-
dames Mable Davis, Maggie Kirtland, Velma R. Me.
Lemore and Mary S. Hill. Not shown are Mrs. Ruth Reeves,
Mrs. Thelma Whalum, Mrs. Flora Cochrane, Miss Bobbie
Jean Matthews, Mrs. Ella Mae Matthews, Mrs. Josephine
Gipson, Mrs. Joy M. Horne and Mrs. Linnie Johnson.
Watch "Lets go to the Races every Saturday night at
at 7 P.M. on WMCT TV Channel 5. Get your FREE
"Let's go to the Races" cards at Big Star and Play
this exciting game. 1st race winner wins $5, second
race$10.00, third race, $25.00, tnird race winner $100.00
and fifth race winner $500.00. 5 Exciting different races
every Saturday night.
$500 WINNER
Cangratulations
to this Let's -Go to the Races
4.‘Winner Mr&.Alta Phillips
745 Loeb St.
Memphis
500 WINNER
Congratulations
to this Let's Co to the Races
WinnerdBilly Ray Ethridge
Center Hill
Mississippi
You'll enjoy the excitement of this thrilling show,
but you don't have to be present to win. Winning
numbers will be posted ckt Big Star on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday following each
Saturday show.
PREVI
Mrs. Patricia Max, 2045 Corning
Mary Hagord, 1403 Gherald
Pearlie Bufford, 2859 Howard
Mrs. Frank Caviness, 3493 Crow Rd.
T. A. Fristick, 4403 Leotherwood
Jimmy Jones, 3941 Lillian Cove
I IN
FULL
COLOR
100 WINNER
Congratulations
to this Let's Co to the Races
Winner Mrs. Shirley Green
1098 Firestone
Mentphis
You may be a lucky wrnner. Get your purple card
color this week with your numbers posted on your
card. Invite your friends and neighbors in for a
"Let's go to th• races" party to watch the show.'
OUS CASH WINNERS! (Partial L
Mrs. Mike McKinnis, 1053 Whitaker, Apt. 12
Kay S. Crouch, 5278 Loch Lomond
Mrs. Ralph Graham, 914 S. Cooper
Viola Ferguson, 6558 Summer
Bill Burnell, 4890 Knight Arnold
Maxine Russell, 260 Multi Rd.
. FUN
EXCITEMENT
Is?)
Mrs. Charles Laughter, 3712 814611
Mrs. Ruby Parrott, 985 Wrenweod
Pat Nichol, 759 Huston
Mrs. Richard Holloway, 3921 Nancy
A. W. Holt, 1904 Cedetherst
Mrs. Fred Osterlak, Jr., 1259 Delos
GET YOUR
FREE
CARD
TODAY!
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HOSTESS AT OWEN ANNIVERSARY
HOSTESSES AT OWEN ANNIVERSARY — Serving
hostesses at the golden wedding anniversary for Rev. and
Mrs. S. A. Owen were these eight members in evening
GRADUATES IN MICHIGAN —
daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
a position with the Urban
as
Miss Francetta Estes,
James F. Estes, has accepted
Redevelopment Department in
E. Washington, D.C. after receiving her Bachelor of Arts
degree in psychology from the University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor during its recent commencement exercises. A
graduate of Melrose High school, she was basileus of the
U. of M. chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority and a
member of the campus scroll club.
G UDIOS
nem
ORGANS • PiiikOS
SALES • SERVICE•RENTALS
Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
Bobo Faces Papa
gowns. From left are Mesdames Jeanetta H. Powell, Joyce
Pinkston, Gladyce Brown Webb, Ada Beil Spraggins, Ed-
wina Hudson, Georgia R. Atkins. Mary L. Childress and
Dorothy Evans.
Two Speakers
Are Invited To
Honor Program
T w o assembly programs
were held at Lincoln Elemen-
tary school for the Honors Day
program on Friday, May 27,
with guest speakers at each.
The spe3ker for the first,
second and third grade assem-
bly was Mrs. Lucille H. Brew-
er, a supervisor for the Mem-
phis City Schools. Mrs. Angela
Aste, presently an administra-
tive intern at the Board of Ed-
ucation, was the speaker for
the fourth, fifth and sixth grade
assembly.
Local Rust Alumni
Mrs. Anna R. Willis, presi-
dent of the Rust College Alum-
ni, Memphis Chapter, has an-
flounced that the organization
Iplaced second in the college's
! recent Centennial Thrust Drive
.by raising $1,566.
Mrs. Willis said that the Chi-
Icago chapter of Rust was first
with a report of $2,010.
"I would like to thank each
Imember for his cooperation in
the drive,'' Mrs. Willis said,
!"for without your support our
program could not have been
30 successful:*
Friendship Baptist
Annual Young People's Day
was observed last Sunday at
Friendship Baptist church at
1123 Vollentine, with morning
and evening speakers.
The speaker at 11 a.m. was
Miss Carla Allen, a student at
Memphis State university.
Delivering a sermon at 3 was
Clare
Clarence Stokes, a teacher at
Manassas High school.
St. James AME
Annual Women's Day will be
observed at the St. James AME
church on Sunday, June 5, and
the speaker for the morning
will be Evangelist Delphine
Irby.
The guest speaker at the 3.30
p.m, meeting will be Mrs.
Ruthie A. Strong, a member of
Vollentine Baptist church and a
teacher at Melrose High school.
Music for the services will be
furnished by the wumen of St.
James church.
Mrs. Alma Starks is chair-
man of the Women's Day ob-
servance. Rev. H. L. Starks is
pastor of the church.
ST. ANDREW
Annual Women's Day will be
observed at St. Andrews AME
Church, 867 South Parkway
East, Sunday, June 26th, it was
announced by Mrs. Lillian New-
man, publicity chairman for
the occasion.
Guest speakers include Mrs.
Cattle Stevens and Dr.. Clara
Brawner. Both are widely-
known and prominent women
leaders in Memphis profession-
al circles.
Mrs. Tyree Campbell is
chairman for the Day and Mrs.
Lorice VanPelt is Co-chairman.
Rey. Elmer M Martin is pas-
tor of St. Andrews AME
Church.
Negro Gubernatorial
Candidate Needs Funds
A nationwide drive for funds
to assist a Negro publisher in
the Democratic primary in Cal-
ifornia is now in progress, and
persons who wish to assist may
do so.
The candidate is Dr. Carlton
B. Goodlett, a former resident
of Omaha, Neb., now living in
San Francisco.
Funds for the campaign may
be sent to: "The Goodlett for
Governor Campaign Commit-
tee, 1360 Turk st., San Francis-
co, Calif., 94115.
A native of Chipley,
where he was born on July 23,
1914, the candidate is one of
the best prepared men in Cali-
fornia to seek the position.
Dr. Goodlett holds the bache-
i lor of science degree from How-
ard university, the Ph. D. from
the University of California,
and the medical degree from
Meharry Medical college in
Nashville.
Dr. Goodlett is the publisher
of the San Francisco Sun.
Reporter. He is campaigning on
a platform which include:
1. Ending the war in Viet
new policy for Southeast Asia
Nam a n d development of a
and China.
2. Trade with the mainland
of China.
3. Granting the voting right
to persons 18.
4. Security for senior citi-
zens.
5. Representation of all ra-
cial minorities in all levels of
state government.
6. Narcotics control and
treatment of drug addicts.
Contritintions may be made
in any Amounts ranging from a
'dollar to $100.
- —
MAME MOON WONKY • SS NOV • OINK OLD CHANTER DIST. CO., II:IMMIX, KV.
Certificates were awarded to
students who made the honor
roll for the sixth six-week per-
iod, the entire first or second
semester, and for the entire
year.
Trophies were awarded to
outstanding spellers, safety'
council boys and girls, girl and
boy scouts, cub scouts and
members of the basketball
team.
Special recognition was giv-
en to Mrs. Sheila Robertson,
who was Lincoln's "Outstand-
ing Teacher of the Year." and
,a trophy presented to her for
her work with the Girl Scouts
and the basketball team.
A number of parents were
on hand to see their children
receive recognition.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
Matchmaker Bennie Ord an-
nounced that former world
middleweight champion Bobo
Olson will face Italy's Piero Del
Papa in a 10-round heavyweight
bout here July 11,
Olson who turns 38 next
month, currently is ranked
ninth by the WBA among the
lightheavyweight contenders
while Del Papa is a notch high-
er.
PRYOR OLDS
NEW CAR TRADE-INS
66 Olds $3395
Dynamic Holiday coupe, full
power and air and many
other "goodies." Only 11.000
'59 1-Bird $995
Full power. 'Factory air con-
ditioning. Fvtfa nice.
'63 Ford $1595
Galeria 2-door fastback, 352
engine. Power steering. auto-
matic.
'63 Rob. $1095
"MO" 4-dnor Sedan, real low
mileage. a nice automobile.
'60 Ford $795
flalaxie SCIO. 4-door. VI. pow.
cc steering. air conditioning.
'62 Chev. '51295
Impala 4-door. original inside
and out less than 30000
'63 Chev. $1695
I mei ia Sport Coupe. 1/-0.
POW(' rgild e, power steering.
'64 Olds $2095
Dynamic IS adonr sredan. full
Power and air, low mileage.
'65 Must'g $1995
219 ;nine. standard shift.
THIS HOSS'S READY TO
GO.
'64 , Chev. $1795
Super Soort convertible, 322
engine. 4spee4 transmission,
red and ready.
'62 Pont. $995
LeMans Coupe. automatic.
Radio and beater.
'62 FALC. $995
6 passenger rOuntry Squire
statinn wason. radio & heater,
autonsauc, Whitewall tires.
'63 Pont. $1295
Catalisia A-door sedan. low
mileage. one owner. light
green wtth white to &
wnite wall lifts.
'63 Chev. $1195
impala. 9-passenger station
wagon, power steering. fac-
tory air, radio aad heater,
whitewalls, white with him,
interior.
'62 Falcon $995
Radio, heater, automatic
transmissioa. Less than 10 000
Tick-tock.tick-tock...
the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!
OLD CHARTER
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon
7years old
4 -
0
!FEATURING
RCA VICTOR
Features
* 19 IN.
SCREEN
* 2 BUILT-IN
Al4TENNAS
* VHF end UHF
• 12 CHANNELS
* CONVENIENT TOP
SIDE CONTROL
* AVAILABLE
IN 3 COLORS
136
• 
12 in. Portable
RCA Victor
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New Vista All-Channel TV takes on a Contemporary flavor
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WHERE YOU WILL FIND
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PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
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eome See .5&,,6 aitri Sauer
I Fresh, Lean & MeatySPARE RIBS
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ANN PAGE
R E CONCORD
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Jar ' 
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SULTANA
PEANUT BUTTER
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99'
ALP
Ketchup
Family Six
20 Oz. Bottle
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON, TENN.
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.423 N. CLEVELAND
2833 LAMAR
2431 POPLAR
3463 SUMMER
3561 PARK AVE.
2131 FRAYSER AVE,
115 E. LAFAYETTE
Jackson, Tenn.
Triees Liteetive Thra. Saturday'
Club had its installation ser-
vices at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Elex Williams, 303 West
Fields ave., on Saturday May
21. Mrs. Mary E. Murphy of
ON Tate Street, performed the
installation ceremonies.
After the installation, the
group joined in a social hour
tor of Trinity CME Church of
Memphis, delivered the Bac-
calaureate sermon for the 125
members of the Lane College
class of 1966. Reverend Ilen-
trel is a graduate of Lane.
Dr. Vance D. Rogers, presi-
dent o f Nebraska Wesleyan
University, Lincoln, Nebraska,
delivered the commencement
address at the college, Mon-
day, May 23 in front of the
J. K. Daniels Library on the
campus.
Dr. Rogers opened his a d -
dress by bringing to reality
three periods in history begin-
ning with Socrates when h e
was on trial for his life i n
"Barefoot In Athens" by Max-
well Anderson, the time of the
French Revolution in the "Tale
of Two Cities" by Charles Dick-
ens to the moment we have
a
"I.
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SERVING 1,118,000 NEGROEt IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
The New Day?
The joint report, issued by the
Southern Regional Council and the
American Jewish Committee on continu-
ing racial tensions in the South, gives
the invigorating impression that there
Is powerful support for President John-
son's new civil rights bill. The current
situation was characterized as suggest-
ing darkness before dawn. However, a
note of caution was sounded that "it is
important to know, though, that the new
day is not yet here."
The 1964 Civil Rights Act and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 aroused much
resentment a n d furious resistance in
segments of the land below the Mason
and Dixon Line — particularly in closely
knit farming communities. This resis-
tance follows t h e familiar pattern of
systematic large scale intimidation trans-
lated into beatings, shootings, burnings
and bombings In Mississippi, Alabama
and Florida. The successful drives led by
civil rights organizations to get Negroes
registered in order to be eligible to vote
have evoked violence as well as economic
reprisals.
The consensus is that many of the
outrageous acts of intimidation are the
direct result of the calculated failure of
local law enforcement officials to ex-
ercise their authority in extending
necessary protection to the Negro
citizenry. Sometimes, the blame can be
placed also on inadequate federal en-
foroement of civil rights legislation.
The President's message to Con-
gress last month cited the "danger that
recently secured rights may be violently
denied by a relatively few fanatics." To
this danger the survey by the Southern
Regional Council and the American Jew-
ish Committee adds a warning of rising
Negro anger and a mood of retaliation.
"Only the signs that the anger is
closer to the surface, nearer to exploding,
are new," the report declares. "That it,
has not exploded in the past gives but a,
dim hope that it will not explode in the,
future." The warning is timely; there is
no question but that Negro patience even
among t h e ultra conservatives is no
longer considered a virtue. They will no
longer kneel, sing and pray while their
brothers are slaughtered Ii k e helpless
black sheep.
Lane Grads Hear
Rev. Gonya Hentrel
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel, pas- now reached in history, John-
son's "Treat Society."
In re-living these periods to
the present day, he told t h e
graduates that "You must
have maximum growth intel-
lectually, morally, mentally,
and spiritually." He said, "Af-
ter receiving a liberal learn-
ing you must be relevant, re-
sponsible, a n d rewarding.
There must be a satisfaction
of accomplishment on any job
you might undertake," Dr.
Rogers said.
He closed his address
quoting Socrates, "Thank
for making me angry."
Later the honor degree o f
Doctor of Letters was confer-
red upon Dr. Rogers. Receiv-
ing the honorary degree o f
Doctor of Laws was Atty. Don-
ald L. Hollowell of Atlanta,
Georgia, a 1947 graduate of
by
you
Lane College.
Attorney Hollowell is pres-
ently director of the Economic
Opportunity Commission f o r
the Southeastern area with
headquarters in Atlanta. He is
president of the National Alum-
ni Council of the United Ne-
gro,College Fund, and Legal
Conniel for the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of
Colored People in the Atlanta
area. He received a plaque for
his services at the last con-
vention of the NAACP.
Alumni Certificates of Merit
were presented to Mrs. Mattye
Copeland Flowers, (1926), Mrs.
Mae Cheairs, local alumni pres-
ident, Mrs. Enda White im-
mediate past president of the
local association, Mr. O'Neal
Goodrich, (1948), of Detroit,
Michigan; Samuel H. Bro-
naugh, Business Manager o f
the college, Class of 1929, and
Robert G. Owens, choir direc-
tor, class of 1959.
Mrs. Flowers delivered the
banquet address on Saturday
when the 1966 class was wel-
comed into the alumni associ-
ation. She is head of the Home
Economics Department o f
Tennessee State University.
'World Of Teenagers'
Is Theme Of Program
"The Exciting World o f to have good physical habits.
Teenagers" was the theme of
the anual program presented
recently in the auditorium of
Douglass High School, by the
House of Elite Club.
Miss Harry Mae Simon, prin-
cipal of Magnolia School, and
an outstanding local educator,
was the principal speaker. Her
address was centered around
the idea of what she would do
if she were a teen-ager today.
She admonished the student "Learn to forgive."... "Have
body to use' good judgement, empathy for others." . ."Con-
think clearly and carefully, and form with the rules and regu-
Among the points she stress-
ed were: "Learn to meet life's
requirements and accept your
share of what life has in store
for you. "Encourage your-
self with inner will to do the
things you must do and push
yourself along daily."... "Re-
member gratitude and all kind-
ness that have been extended
to you. "Learn to live one
day at a time to its fullest."...
POVERTY ROW
A Point Of View
IS GOD DEAD?
There is a growing and dis-
turbing discussion in the Uni-
ted States, and in fact, all
over the world over the issure
of whether or not "God is
dead". It is a kind of discus-
sion that at first sight, seems
totally out of place, to those
of us who have never ques-
tioned the matter of His ex-
istence.
lations of the school."..."Com-
mit yourself to God." These
are some of the points made
by the speaker. The student
body gave Miss Simon a thun-
derous ovation.
Among guests were the Shone
and Shonvelles of Lester High
School; Mrs. Martha Crawford,
mother of Elite Alma J. Craw-
ford; Mrs. Verta Ward; Mrs.
Maxine Allen; Mrs. S. C. Law-
ren cc, Rev. Samuel Herring
and others.
A reception was held in the
library immediately following
the program.
President of the House o f
Elite Club is Griscilla Broome.
Roberta Stamps is reporter.
Melvin N Conley is princi-
pal of Douglas.
Install New Officers
Of Copes Social Club
The well-known Copes Social with Mrs. Elnora King, Mrs.
Christine Hawidns, Mrs. L.
Chatman, Mr. George Bowers
and Mr. and Mrs. Williams.
On Sunday, May 92, the club
held its first annual tea at the
YWCA, 1040 Mississippi blvd.
from 4 till 4 p.m. Mrs. Thelma
Broome of 149 Howell Street
was Mistress of ceremoni4.
The Copes have for their an-
nual project, support of the
Sickle Cell Anemia Fund
Campaign. Dr. L. W. Diggs
from the Sickle Coll Anemia
Center made a short talk on
the project. Mrs. Wate, who is
on Dr. Digg's staff, was also
present and gave out literature
on the subject.
Among those who donated to
the Sickle Cell Fund sponsored
by the Copes was Joe Killbine,
who is with the Colonial Baking
company.
A lot of folk are ready to
join in the question, "Where in
the world did any such idea
enter the minds of men? after
all, God is supposed to be an
accepted reality. God, accord-
ing to most men's thinking, is
the author and beginning of ev-
verything ...now and forever-
more.
But, let's face it...there are
millions of men on earth who
have never heard of God as
people in the United States and
several other western nations
conceive, of Him. In Commu-
nist Russia God has been swept
out of the picture in the minds
and hearts of most of the
children of, now, more than two
generations. In Communist Chi-
na the Christian God does not
exist. In fact, in most of the
darker nations of the world,
there is no current Christian
concept or belief in God as we,
here at home, think of Him.
So, it is quite a shock and
quite a loss, to have people li-
ving in the mosern world... peo-
ple with whom the United
States government must talk a-
bout such things as peace,
right, and justice, who don't see
things as Christ talked about
them. It's time for somebody
to ask, "What's happening?"..
And the minute somebody
asks that question, "What's
happening?" a host of other
pertinent questions arise. For
instance, why can't all of us
ask ourselves, "Why can't I
like that man or woman, even
though he or she is of a dif-
ferent color and has different
ideas from my own?" We might
ask, "What's wrong with this
guy.. .even though he doesn't
known all the facts and is
quite ignorant of what is go-
ing on in the world?" Maybe
we need to know why this or
that fellow thinks so differently
from me on this same matter.
The suspicion lingers that too
much time is being spent on
trying to reach the moon. ..and
Judge Hooks To Speak
At Co-Ettes' Dinner
Judge Ben L. Hooks will de-
liver the principal address at
the Graduation Dinner of the
Memphis Chapter Co-Ette Club,
inc., Monday June 13, 1966 atl
6 p.m. at the Sheraton-Peabody'
hotel. Special Guest of Honor
will be Governor Frank G.
Clement who named Judge
Hooks to the judgeship.
The Co-Ette Club is a nation-
al teenage girls' club with chap-
ters in Detroit, where it was
founded, Chicago, Houston and
Memphis. The national project
of the club is the United Negro
College Fund for which the
Memphis Chapter has raised
$5,500 in a seven year span.
Members of the organization
who were graduated from high
school this month and will be
honored at the dinner are Me-
lanie McWilliams, President
and graduate of Hamilton High
School, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo McWilliams; Clarese
Hobson, Chairman of the Jr.
Board of Directors, graduate of
Fr. Bertrand High School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
B. Hobson; Jessica Johnson,
First Vice
-President, graduate
of Hamilton, and daughter of
Mrs. Inez Johnson; Johanna
Sandridge, Third Vice-res-
ident, graduate of Fr. Bertrand
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Sandridge; Nancy Sims,
Secretary, graduate of Hamil-
ton and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Sims; Kathy Gra-
ham, Treasurer, graduate of
Hamilton, and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Char,es Graham; a-
tricia Simpson, usiness Mana-
ger, graduate of Hamilton and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
,jameg Simpson; Regina Riley,
lournalist, graduets of Fr. er-
trand and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Riley; Muriel
Curry, Co
-Journalist, graduate
of Hamilton and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Nizer Curry;
Mary Lynn Morris, arliamen-
tartan, graduate of Fr. er-
trand, and daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Hugh Morris: Cherrl
Joyner, Chaplain, graduate, of
Fr. ertrand, and daughter of
Mrs. Louise Joyner; Carolyn
ridgeforth, graduate of Ham-
ilton and daughter of Mr. and
Kra. Stonewall ridgeforth;
Vsusette Ishmael, first alternate
Of "Lit Co-Etle, graduate of
School and daughter of Mrs.
Calverta Ishmael; Shirley Lit-
tle, graduate of Fr. ertrand
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Little; Elaine McCol-
tins. graduate of Hamilton and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Le-
roy McCollins and Linda il-
liams, graduate of Hamilton
and daughter of Mrs. Edith
illiams and Dr. Ervin
hams of Detroit.
Humboldt News
SCHOOL EVENTS
For the first time in the history of our city, we have 
both
'an Elementary and High school building. The high school claims
a most beautiful new building fully equipped except for air-
conditioning. We are making an effort to show the accomplish•
ments of the Stigall Elementary with principal Joe Clark at
the wheel. The record for the boy's basketball team for '65-
'66 was 4 and 0 — a perfect season, having won the tourna-
ment for the Tr -County in March.
The girl's record was one and two, and they made it to
the finals. They were coached by Mr. Chas. Frank Jones.
The first homecoming was observed and the boys defeated
Graham Elementary, and the girls lost by 8 points.
Under the sponsorship of the Physical Education depart-
ment, the students strive to be the best in these positions
Mr. and Miss "PERSONALITY," and MOST VALUABLE PLAY-
ER. The instructor, J. T. Apple uses the Blanchard character
and personality rating scale. Some of the questions asked, are,
"Does she make loud mouth criticisms?" "Is she or he liked
by others?"
To be a candidate for the physical ed contest, the student
must make an average of 95.
These are the winners: Mr. Personality, Athen Flournoy;
Miss Personality, Joyce Carroll; Most Valuable Player—boys,
Danny Boykins; girls— Erna Fair; male Physical Education
student, James Mason; female— Joyce CarrolL There were
several runner-ups for each group.
In observance of National Library Week, the fifth grade
captured the first place with Robert Lee Jones. Mrs. Louise
Cooper was his teacher.
The third grade students have all tried to read at least
fifteen books a year. Some read twenty.
Miss Rumay Harrell, a seventh grade student, was win-
ner in the school's competition for the best speller, and com-
peted against 25 students from other schools in the county, to
capture third place. Her teacher was Miss Donna Jean Sey-
not enough time spent on try-
ing to find out "why this other
that fellow thinks so differently
from me on this same matter.
The suspicion lingers that too
much time is being spent on
trying to reach the moon. ..and
not enough time spent on try-
ing to find out "why' this other
guy doesn't act like a human
being". It might be that it
would be well worth the na-
tion's rnillios to provide re-
search funds to study human
nature. After all, it will be hu-
man beings who will drop the
second atom bombs and the
first hydrogen bombs on other
human beings.
CAN'T BE DEAD
It doesn't make sense for
white folk to hate colored folk
because they are colored.
Equally, it doesn't make sense
for colored folk to hate white
folk because they are white.
The common denominator be-
tween the t w o ....among the
whole mess . . . ià the common
concept of God. For the peo-
ples of the world...God cannot
be dead. The world needs a
common concept of God. The
world of mankind needs to con-
cede that God is a needed con-
cept ...belief...faith...and hope.
If man's present concept of
God is dead....then he needs
to evolve another concept. Man,
if he thinks God is dead, needs
to create another_ God. Man
needs a concept of God.
Of course, from this Corner
God is not dead, The concept
...the idea... the hope,...the re-
alization....the feeling of God.
Is a living reality of life from
this "Corner" God can't be
dead here. How's your thinking?
Hunh?
mour.
Section one of the fifth grade, Mrs. J. B. Ridley teacher,
won 2nd and 3rd places in the city-wide Essay contest spon-
sored by the DAR organization of the city. Pamela McWaxey
was second place winner and Cheryl Clark, fourth place win-
ner.
Mary Ann Brown won first place in the biscuit baking,
contest at the school and first place in the cook-out at the Boy
Scout camp in Milan, and second place for identifying most
plants.
The sixth grade science class won first place at the Fair
held at the school Urban Garrett, Jr.: Wilbert Johnson and
Robert Carruthers. M. H. Croom was the teacher.
ADULT EDUCATION
The adult education class closing program was held at
Stigall Elementary, when 117 students ages ranging from 74
down to the late twenties received certificates for their year's
work. After listening to a very inspiring program, Rev. Mea-
dows, himself a student, gave the devotion with Mrs. Louise
Cooper at the piano. C. F. Jones greeted the audience and Mrs.
J. B. Ridley introduced the speaker.
Mrs. Jennie S. Vance, who inspired that most interesting
group with a message about the "Four Leaf Clover" was follow-
ed by a beautiful solo by McKinley Bryson.
Superintendent Sadler presented the certificates, and from
his remarks discovered that eight of the members of the
class had not been able to write anything before they started.
There were eight who received 8th grade certificates. It was
a most rewarding conclusion to instructors Jewell Ridley,
Martha Lacey, C. F. Jones, W. R. Bond and principal Joe
Clark. A reception was held at the conclusion.
ART AND GARDEN
The Gloxinia ./i.rt and Garden club met in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Dorrington Reid, Mesdames Reid and Lacey hostess-
es. Business with the president presiding took in the affairs
of the coming state convention. Secretary Baskerville and her
sister, Mrs. Martha Lacey, were absent because they were
sent to Dayton with Mrs. Mary Roach for a week's training
for the Head Start program to begin here on the 13th.
Mrs. Jamison WAS sent to Memphis State for
a workshop on reading. President Vance and Secretary Bas-
kerville will represent the club at the state meeting in Mur-
freesboro. A delicious menu was served by the hostesses.
George Cooper has been confined to St. Mary's after an
accident Involving him, his wife and Mrs. Frances Givens. Her
daughter Francene was there for a day or two.
Leo Mathis is still confined to bed at his home on 12th after
major surgery at the Methodist hospital in Memphis. He is some-
what better at this writing.
Mrs. Syrvilla Jones. and Miss Clementine Lacey are at
home after pneumonia bouts. Both are up and about now.
Humboldt was well represented at the General Conference
in Florida. Rev. L.T. Purham, Mrs. Beatrice Barnett and Rev.
and Mrs. Odom motored in Mrs. Barnett's car.
Others there from here were Mesdames Pearl Sims, Addle
Roe and Mary Barnett. Mrs. Sims is president of the annual
Conference Missionary, and Mrs. Mary Barnett is Jackson
District president.
Miss Dorothy Bradley Is Bride Of Officer
Mr. Charles Maurice Watkins
announced the marriage of his
niece, the former Miss Dorothy
Bradley, to Mr. Fred L. Robin-
son, :n a double ring ceremony
on Sunday, May 15th. The mar-
riage was consummated at the i
home of Miss Bradley's uncle
in Germantown, Tenn.
She wore a white linen dress
with cotton lace sleeves and
matching bridal gloves. She
carried a bouquet of white car- long-time friend of the groom,
nations. .was best man.
Her cousin, Miss Barbara A.
1Stone, a June graduate of Lane
'College was her only attendant.
Mr. William Franklin Scott,
State University Alpha Kappa Mu Honor
Society sponsors a campus-wide student
voting for "The Teacher of the Year." Dr.
Alonzo T. Stephens, head of history and po-
litical science, was chows last week. He is
shown receiving a plaque from the newly
elected Alpha Kappa Mu president, Mary
Osborne. Looking on Is the 1556-47 Student
Body President, David Rutledge, who has
Just been notified of his selection by Har-
yard University to study in its law school
summer program. Dr. Stephens has been
selected by the U. S. Department of State
for foreign missions, and recently was elect-
ed to the presidency of the Nashville Chap-
ter of the United Nations Association. The
Women's Advisory Board of the University
also honored him recently.
recently.
Rev. Arthur Henry Brown of
Germantown, uncle of the
bride, and the groom's pastor,
performed the ceremony. The
old tradition of "something old,
something new. .. something
blue ... something borrowed"
was carried out by the bride.
On her right hand she wore the
wedding band of the late Mrs.
Laura Benton Watkins, her
great-grandmother, who was
born during the Civil War.
A reception followed the cere-
mony. The color scheme was
done very beautifully in yellow
and white.
Some of the guests were:
Misses Minnie L Malone, and
Rosa J. Partee, two of the
bride's sorority sisters from
Lane College; Prof. and Mrs.
N. G. Watkins, Sr., Mrs. Otis
F. Brown and sons, Mrs. Gael-
la Brown, Mrs. Hattie B. Sud-
duth, Miss Levetta Glover, Mr.
'Thomas J. Watson and chil-
dren, Mr. and Mrs. William
Scott, Mr. Charles McCelendon,
Miss Joan Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Watkins and children,
and Misses Carolyn S. Hunt
and Joyce R. Moore, Mrs. Lu-
cille SpWer and son.
Mrs. Robinson is a graduate
of Mt. Pisgah High School and
of Lane College. She majored
in Social Sciences. She plans to
attene Lane College this sum-
mer to obtain a degree in Etc
mentary Education. She is a
member of the Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority. Inc She was
employed with the Shelby Coun-
ty Board of Education, but is
now employed with the Mem-
phis City Board of Education.
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NAACP HONOR GUARD — The Rubaiyat
Social CIO of Memphis has joined the NA-
ACP Honor Guard by subscribing to a Life
Membership. The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP hopes to gain 200 new Life Mem-
berships subscribers during 1M6, according
to Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, executive secre-
tary of the branch. The Rubaiyat Social
Club marks the 43rd new Life Membership
for the year. Seen presenting the first pay-
4
(left to
Miss Beverly
Smith. Other
members of the club are: Lorene Buford.
Peggy ('ox, Anne Curtis, Laconia D•Berrs ,
Helen Green, Evelyn Mayes. Jewel Nor-
ment, Clara Parker, Betty Payne, Mary
Rhodes, Maxine Shipp, Mottle Taylor, Ev-
elyn Vavasseur, Gloria Word, Gloria Young,
and Hazel Sims.
Smith,
right): Miss Doris Buchanan,
F. Smith, President, and Mrs.
ment to Mrs. Maxine
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are
'Dream Of Negro Freedom'
from Ole Miss
By personality, Meredith is,
a loner and he was virtually
As a college student, he lived alone, except for accompaay
in fear at the state university. tag
Monday ' 
law officers and newsmen)
And was when he was shot from ambush
spilled during a march 'cross a few miles from the border. 
thestate to encourage his fel-, Meredith long has bucked the
low Negroes to register to vote, tide of public opinion and his
Meredith's difficulty with the
state of his birth lies in h 1 $
determination to overturn its
socill order.
He envisions a -new" Mis-
sissippi.
"I dream of the day when
Negroes in Mississippi can live
in decency and respect of the
first order and to do so with-
out fear of intimidation, bodily
harm or of receiving personal
embarrassment . ."
Meredith
before his
University
1962 which
riots.
Mer\eciith: Guts In Mississippi
(UPI 1 Mississippi always
meant hardship and trouble for
James Meredith.
He spent his boyhood in back-
breaking labor in its cotton
fields.
Negro contemporaries, embark-
ing on all his dramatic roles
in the civil rights struggle
without alliance with major
racial organizations.
Although their objectives,
were similar, Meredith aad
prominent civil rights leaders
like Dr. Martin Luther King
were a odds over tactics. Mere-
dith doesn't think King's re-
liance on non-violent protest
is realistic.
Three blasts from a shotgun
did what a year planning fail-
ed to do — rally support for
his 220-mile march from Mem-
phis to Jackson. With Mere-
dith lying wounded in a hospi-
tal, other leaders of the civil,The same dream drove 
rights cause nowback to Mississippi soil Mon
-1 forward, pledgingday — the first time he public-1 the mcrch.ly returned since his graduationl
spoke those words
admission to t h e
of Mississippi in
provoked bloody
are coming
to continue
FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL
AT
SILVER'S PHOTO STUDIO
47 South Main Street
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FRONT END SERVICE
Front End Alignment
Our expert mechanics
align front wheels to •
manufacturer's original
specifications.
Front Wheels Balanced
Our precision balancing
extends tire life by
preventing uneven wear.
Weights inclyded.
Brake Adjustment.
We adjust brakes,
add fluid and clean
and repack front
wheel bearings.
ALL FOR ONLY
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Most
American
Cars
Fast "Same Day" Service
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Your Safety is Our Busines-; at Firestone'
WITH THIS COUPON liirliVITIT"rF—. "HI  "
TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE
Toward the purchase
of a new Firestone
Extra Life. Delco DC-12
or Delco Energizer.
Your battery is likely to fail without warning 1
and leave you stranded, if it is two years old. Don't take a chancp... trade now!
ATMI1)1 •' ''''''' I
COMPLETE SET OFFER
New 1966 WRAP-AROUND design
t I TireStOnell.kciloo NEW TREADS
\ RETREADS ON SOUND TIRE BODIES OR ON YOUR OWN TIRES
ANY SIZE 4for4949WHITEWALLS
or Blackwalls
Plus 37( 57a Fed. Woo tax per nr• daPandkle 055 dza,
sales tax. and 4 trado-in tiros cal sante size off your car.
Jackson at Evergreen  274-5833
Eastgat• Shop. Ctr. 682-7637
..rhird at Washington  526-7646
1054 Firestone  526-8355
Southgate Shop. Ctr
Poplar at Highland
 
 942-2405
323-2627
3134 Thomas, H'Gote  358-4242
1030 Linden, Camillo  275-3181
BUY NOW—NO MONEY DOWN—MONTHS TO PAY
ON MAJOR APPLIANCES ... STEREO AND TV SETSX
ing the march was to conquer
fears of white Mksissippi and
thereby encourage Mississippi
Negroes to register as voters'
despite intimidation from white
citizens.
This latest crusade, and Its
violent consequence, reminded
the nation of that bloody Sept.,
four years ago when Meredith,
then a 2$-year-old air force
veteran, became the first Ne•
gro ever to be enrolled in the
University of Mississippi.
ed with the need of Negroes in
Mississippi than a personal
desire to attain a degree."
It's true that following his
graduation f r o ri Ole Miss in
Two persons were killed in 1963. Meredith left his home
the not that swept the cam- state to study elsewheie. H i s
pus, at Oxford in protest ol concern for Negroes in Missis-
Meredith's admission. sippi led him back to his native
There were many who,state Monday where he was
couldn t understand then whyl marching to encourage them
this courteous, soft-spoken No-Ito register to vote.
g.ro went toasIlthl4y1 
go why 
h  
didn't 
imp o
Meredith's dream of a new
desegregated university outside,MisKissiPPi, which would corn-
the state as so many other Mis- blue the pleasures of rural life
sissippi Negroes of his genera-,with full civil rights for Ne-
tion were doing. .groes goes back to his boyhood
days on a farm near Kosciusko,
In reply, Meredith said at Miss., where he was born on
the time: "I am more concern-June 25, 1933.
HOGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
MORRELL' S PORK
EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!
Geisha fancy solid
Chitterlings lispotz!
uu FISH STICKS
PIE SHELLS
Pack
29C
TRADEWINDS a-or. phe.BcFrozen
9-IN.
OLE SOUTH
COFFEE RINGS
To Pkg. 25C
MORTON Froze*
APPLE
PINEAPPLE swe•ten•ti or unzwe•tenedBIG 46 OZ. CAN
GOLD INN 
JUICE
131-2
Or, /Ot
Pkg. e I
PIZZA opnTs yhi es • . • Pizzo 170' 1491  q . 33c
NOODLES Reg. 43e Pkg. KRAFT 29cNoodle,. Romonoff, 7.0z. Pkg.
FRYERS HERSHEY'S UP FROZEN
CSINROLVLATE 16.0s. Cm 19c
CUT UP
20 14 
-DONUTS
Reg. 39' Doz. 
WESTPAC oFrro.rzoetneTotx frioniqg Pi r.t.trr. :0925c
STRAWBERRIES
PECAN TWIST
DELTA
FROZEN
MORTON
Frozen
P1, g.
10-01. AOC
Pky.PORK & BEANS 1511. 10
Can
OCOMA FROZEN \
CHICKEN, BEEF, TURKEY
POT PIES
60z. 15
Pk q.
COKES
PICKSWEET FROZEN
CHEESE PIZZA Boy:'.74).. 114.-. 49c
SAUSAGE PIZZA PleChefy.Ar.De• Pkg.
WAXTEX WAX PAPER 100-Ft.Rol: 15
HENDERSON
1 SUGAR
.10 Lb. Bag
PEAS & CARROTSTa TootedFrozen pkg. j
GREEN BEANS Tr."Rnie,T,P,,A;Ko-Forso.ritzg.15c
CUT CORN B f?c,' EKY.Ern eFiro se n 10-01..19CPk
Regular Or
King Size
6 Bottle
Carton
AWAKE BIRD'S EYEFrozen
OMEGA
MOTOR OIL SDOCIP Lukie
30PlusDep.
Quart 17
0j11,1 22
MOTOR OIL Ranger 10W30 Quart 29tDRINKS DiettAay(610BoOttzi.e)
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
3384 NO THOMAS (In Frazier Hiway 51 North)
Society
Merry
Go - Round
By
erma lee laws
bringing with it beautiful wed-IState College. accompany
dings. showers, graduations andling her parents was Linda, who
this time the homecoming of'is a student at LeMoyne. Julie
the first Nefro from Memphis Saville, daughter of Dr. and
Priesthood. dent at Brandeis University ABCever ordained to the Catholic Mrs. A.F. Saville and a stu- after anexhilirating Week-end Sing Overin Houston, Texas.Re,,. Daniel Porter son of went from her school to attend
-s -And Pauline Allen was o fMr. and Mrs. Chester Porter Joan's graduation. Saturday morning for a churchon Lltah was consecrated a Ca- College Vacationers; May 
mpetjne in Denmark So u t htholk priest several weeks ago
at St. Joseph New Cathedral,
Buffalo, New York with his pa-
rents and Rev. Theodore Wei-
,Byes daughter of Orphelia and Carolina. Pauline - a member The ABC Radio Network be-Dr. Jimmy Byas is home after 
of Emmanuel Episcopal Church.completing her first year at Die- gan its June series of NegroJust before she left she was college choir broadcasts lastkinson College in Carlisle, visited by her niece Georgia Sunday with the singing of theser, OFM, pastor of St. Thom- Penna. Smith who i L As a os ngelesas Catholic Church attending When Jackie Brodn„ (laugh., Oakwood College choir of Hunts-
Pharmacist and Mary B a t i el ville. Ala., under the directionthe ordination. ter of Gladys and -Beatle" 
who works at the Bank of of Harold L. Anthony.Father Porter offered his Brodnax returns to Clark Col- Amprjn ri 1. A Th
uring June
first concelebrated Mass at St- lege in Dubuque, Iowa after sums
Thomas Church Sunday evening mer vacation she'll be a senior
and a reception in his honor at the all girls college wherefollowed at the Fr. Bertrand she is an officer in the stu-Gymnasium where people of dent government. Just recent-
many faiths came out to pay iy a letter she wrote to the
tribute to the young priest. A- editor of a daily paper in the J. J. Blackshire and Mrs. De-mong the members of his fam- college town commending a lois Brack also teachers a tily attending were his parents. restaurateur who publicly apo- Carver, are making the trekhis sister, Miss Ernestine Por- logized for an incident involv- too. Going along with the Out-ter. his nephew, Robert Earl lug an African student was one laws just for the ride are Sal-Beck, his aunt, Mrs. Azalee of the two published. The other lie Bartholomew and L o u i s eWilliams and his great aunt letter was from the President
ladies motored here in one ofl Other schools scheduled to
 . 
.
those smart small cars. 'sing this month are Bishop col-
Walterine and John Outlaw lege, Dallas. June 12; St. Au-
left Tuesday for Mexico with gustine's c o lie g e , Raleigh,
John's Social Studies C I u b N C., June 19, and Virginia
from Carver High School. Mrs. Union university,Rich-
mond, Va., to be featured June
26.
Ward.Mrs. Lettie Porter. of the University of Dubuque no Katherine Johnson and Ethel to Negro spirituals.College Graduations: Beverly less.
Guy was graduated cum laude Robert -Mike" Ratcliffe is 
Tarpley t by car Friday on "Negro College Choirs" is car-
from Spelman College and a- home from Fisk with his Da 
the first g of their trip to ried by ABC affiliated stations
--- Spain where Katherine w ii lIthroughout the country on vary-warded the Catherine Hughes rents Eddie Mai and RobertWaddell Fellowship at Wellesley Ratcliffe. pick up her daughter. Linda ing days and at different hours.
who has studied for a year atCollege. Her proud mother Mrs. And Edwin "Skeets" Sanders the University of Madrid. I n
New York where they left theirremon). Greens. Skeets has so impressed car they visited Ettrel's sisterWhen Juanita Robinson re- them at Wellesyan College in and brother-in-law, Crystal andiFourth Graderceived her degree from Spel- Massachusetts that they had Harold Hayes. They took theman, her mother Mrs. Omar. him recruiting other students plane to Spain, umm, that Daryl Ramon Hilliard grand-Robinson, Sr., her sisters Elsie from this area. phrase is reminescent of "my son fo Mr. and Mrs. MatthewMalunda. Elizabeth Swain from, And speaking of exemplaryJ'air Lady', and will be abroad S. Hilliard, at 1087 Walk PlaceChicago. and Yvonne Robinson students Winston Kyle Carhee, for a month. . , was crowned, "Master Georgiawho's also a student at Spels who will be a senior at Fr. Ber- Visitor • W Id S 0 ' Avenue", at the Closing- School
Ernestine Guy attended the ce- is visiting his parents the A.B.
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i
land Mrs. Fleming Polk who en-
'Man in the News", and is tertained her. She was also ex-
student at the University of, tended courtesies by Mrs, Ma-Conciliation Spacialist for the be! Hudson, and Mr. and Mrs.Department of Justice. Benjamin Lewis.
Piano pupils of Charles R.
Iles, Sr., will be presented in
recital Friday June 10, in the
Auditorium of--Owen College at
7.30 p.m. Participating will be
Mary Eubanks, Shepperson Wit-
bun, Gary Wilbun, Learpdras
Also in town visiting the Le-
land Atkinses were his father
Harvey Atkins from Cleveland
and his aunt and uncle Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Gleason from
Chicago.
Visiting the A. F. Savilles is
Huterson, Elizabeth Haye a, his sister, Alice Bush from Lit-
Bettie Berryhill, Sandra Walker tie Rock.
Charlotte Walker, Michele Pea- The Co-Ettes are extending
cock and Carrell Campbell. to you an invitation to attend
Travelers Ho: When last their Graduation Dinner
June 13, at 6 p.m. in theReach high, for stars lie hid-lSouthern Illinois. school bell sounded last Friday, daY
cute little schoolmarm Joanne,Sheraton-Peabody Hotel. Judgede,' in your soul. Dream deep,.I Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hargraves
for every dream precedes the( have gone to Baltimore to at- Gaines and her wee one, Davi- 
Ben L. Hooks will be t h
Speaker and Governor Frankta hopped the first plane f o rgoal. Pamela Vauli Starr. ,tend the graduation of their Detroit where they joined their Clement will be Guest of Honor.June comes but once a year, daughter, Joan from Morgan husband and father, David, o
is a star with the Harlem Globe
Trotters and will be in the Mo-
tor City for the summer.
Johnetta W. Kelso is back
College Choirs
•
man, attended the ceremony. trand this fall is artILonrepresenting l Smith was here from St. Louis
. 4,
Mr. and Mrs. John Sweet, the school at Boys State in I;for a day or so last week vi-drove down to Atlanta to see cookeville, Tenn. He's he SOD% siting her parents the R. B.their daughter Lela, graduate of Rachel Carhee. Sugarmons and peeking in onfrom Spelman.Spelman. And also on VIPs: Attending the Presi- 
, her brother, Atty., Russell Bhand to see Lela receive her dent's White House ConferenceSugarmon, Jr. who broke his.] The fourth grader, who is indegree were her uncle and! were Whittier Sengstacke, Jr., 1 leg while playing tennis. !the class of Mrs. Helen Wil-aunt, police Lt. and Mrs. ft•JH who represented his father who, Att. Eugene Hamilton was inili.ams raised the highest amountTurner who flew down for the 
or money in a school project.is General Manager of the Tri-occasion. . town last week from D. C.1State Defender. Whittier Jr., is1where he is with the Justice' waTshe theme of the programAttending Howard University a student at Tennessee State) Department. He visited hi s World: 
Children Around the
!
elected editor of the Metor for his brother Ben Blakey, and
i
!
graduation over last week-end A & I University where he was mother Mrs. Barbara illakey,1 
sters from the various classes
and featured young-to see their daughters receive'
theirsheepskins were year. 
another brother and sister-in-j in the elementary school inJ.D. Springer whose daughter A. Maceo 'Walker President law Thomas and Jean Hamil- dances, songs and skits fromCarol Ann. was awarded her,of UNIVERSAL LIFE IN- ton. various 'cmintries of the world.Masters; Mrs. J.L. Brinkly, Jr.,
,SURANCE COMPANY Mrs. Leslie Johnson Smith Mrs. Calverta Ishmael is Pre-whose daughter Paulette re-' and the Tri-State Bank at-ceived her Bachelors. invita- tended as did Paul R. Jones,lions have already been re- . who served as a member ofceived for another important oc- the White House Conferencecasion in Paulette's life. her Staff. Paul went to D. C. fromwedding which will be June 25; Los Angeles where he had beenand Mrs. B.N. Taylor whose! assigned to the Watts case. Youdaughter Irene also received' remember he was our firsther Bachelors.
Tommye Hayes Harrison was
graduated from Fisk University
over the weekend and has a
contract to teach in Nashville. GuaranteedOffering congratulations to her
were her husband, Herbert who 100% HUMAN HAIRis a dental student at Meharry
Medical College and her pa-P wiGs
CAP
rents Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. 
FULL
Hayes, who drove up.
Lynne Howell also was gra-
duated from Fisk and attends Extra thick,log her graduation were 
 
$21her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Long, Lustrous
Gerald Howell. her little sister, Made to spit for S100.00 ea.Raye as well as Dr. R.M. Style ,I  5
Thar
The Oakwood college choir
initiated the program with a
program of sacred music rang-
ing from classical masterworks
Local newspapers should be
checked for airtime in specific
areas.
' BUY DIRECT & SAVE!
Pe.
rrs. Louise Davis went up
to Terre Haute, Indiana to see
her daughter and son in law
Jana and George Rowan grad-
uate from Indiana University.
Jana was awarded a Bache-
lors degree and George re-
ceived his Masters. The young
couple will be teaching at the
same school this fall in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
On the way to the gradua-
tion ceremony Louise stopped
in Carbondale to pick up her
son. Edgar Davis III. who is a
•
• Deluxe Quality Human Hair
• Wilt Not Mat a Fad•
• Natural Hair Line
Closely stitched on ventilated founda-
tion for comfort and fit. Holds all
settings beautifully 0emi-Dressed for
Easy Styling.
Dramatic Colors in Clack, Off.Black.
Dark & Med. Brown. Auburn or Send
Sample Desired, Light Shades iL
Mixed Grey $5 Extra. Give Head Sin.
Send $5 Deposit on each item
(Postal U. 0.) pay mailman balance
plus C.0 D. and postage charges. or
remit full price and we will ship post-
paid.
SUS Y WIGS thy, . 307 F-....-.
507 5th Ave., Now York, N.Y. 10017
was also in town recently from
D. C. where she is a Supervisor
in the office of the Secretary
of the United States Army.
She visited her parents, Mr.
Concert in the cafetorium of
Georgia Avenue Elementary
School, Friday night Mayt 27,
sident of Georgia Avenue PTA.
Mrs. Othella S. Shannon is
Principal of the school and
Phillip Dean is Assistant Prin-
cipal.
AMINE
ONE
! P.M ea extra plus to your pleas
IS. good taste of eytra
dry Stet Sew. Stag tastes the yysy
oett• •„nould Dry not sNeet That s
C what Make% it car. mfresh.ne.
.10., Me Stag MS* lisnaeott
EXTRA REFRESHING....
BECAUSE IT'S sum
EXTRA DRY
CARLING IllmewtsiG
COMPANY,
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS
D,11.4.•41 Sr A. S. &NY., 10.
111••••• .411•11ty Si... 11177
COPES MEMBERS — Members of the popular Copes So-
cial Club, among the city's leading supporters of the "Sickle
Cell Anemia Fund Raising Campaign," include from left to
right: Mrs. Amantha Steel, vice president; Mrs. Classic
Williams, treasurer; Mrs. Mary Shaw, sec'y; Mrs. Ladye
Stokely, President; Mrs. Mable Bowers, assistant secre-
tary; Mrs. Nezzie Heath, chairman of the sick committee.
The club bad its installation of officers recently with Mrs.
Mary Murphy serving as installer.
- •
DAILY WAREHOUSE
MON CLAIRE WIG
100% HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT YaldLESALE PRICES
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
 ss
140% HUMAN
HAIR WIG
0
N . SPECIAL
HANDMADE WIGS
S85"
$I 50.00
PHONE
527-3619
art houses in all leadin
SALE DAILY
IMPORTS
•. Citts s
. 100% Human, Hair
BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO
50`"; OR MORE
WE HAVE
EVERY COLOR
Our Wigs Are...
• Adjustable — Ventilated
• Finest Workmanshipb
WIGS.
'24"
FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG
MON CLAIRE INC.
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
•
OPEN DAILY
10:00 TO 5:30
THURS. TU. 8:30
•
ALCY 
ACRES 
COUNTRY CLUB 
YHIST 
TOURNAMENT ,
CVA 
WEDNESDA't NITE — 
8:0(1 P.M.
-1st, 2nd, 3rd 
PRI2.E.S
F UN 
R 
evE0ONE. — 1979 
ALCY 
AVENUE.
Registration For 
OPERATION 
HEADSIAR-f, 
ST 
'VON\ AS 
MEN'S CL.1113 
Presents .
At S'I. 
'THOMAS 
CAVOLIC 
SCHOOL: 
Their Annual 
a 
her's Day 
Brealclast,
Ihere are 
many who 
hove not 
registered, this
will 
ptobcibly be the 
lost 
announcement. 
Sunday 19, 
1§66:; 
Brealciast Serv d 
tkite
Each 
•Mass• Bring 
t4le 
Family.
SUNDAY, JUNE 
12, 1966, 
At 330 
P.M• 
St."Thoroas i'c' 
l''Jgg 
c•a‘.'actilole St
At 
I3L.ESSED SACR 
0%041 , 2532 
Hole 
GOODWILL. 
INDUSTR1ES
C111 
COUNCIL 
MEEIltAG 
Another 
Collection Box. 
Location
All 
oilicers & 
Committee kieads 
ace e
xpecte 2328 South 
Belleve e
--.Road
COETIE. 
GRADUKTION 
DINNER 
Please C------------all 
3oe Purdy
-525-0785 or 
Ville
Monday,3e 
13, 1966-6 
P.M. 
• 
Same at 
1500 
Thomas St.,
9leraton-Peobocky 
..
— 
. 
c/o Pepsi 
Cola 
Company 
coy
to 
attend. 
•
30Age 
BenSpeaker '`i 
our 
Church gr 
Cy:. 
Announcements We
Guest al 
Ho 
Governor Frank
onr, 
G• 
Clement .
44°Mie
linirtb in . he Pepsilteneration!
, .
SEASON OPENS FRIDAY NITE, JUNE 10TH
DOG RACING AT ITS BEST
SOUTHLAND
summer home of champions
JUNE 10th THROUGH OCT. 4 th
INTERSTATE '55 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
Air con.clitioried for your comfort
matto•A'sa...6.01.01110iyaist..frw...0 
...sy,..autaoottoroettoteaseassi.. • ""'"""-Illia, 4
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Detroit Rates Martha
Jean 'Tops' In Radio
BY ERMA LAWS Her personality program with
It's just a case of a home-, a human touch has won a
town girl making good. Mar-iniche in the hearts and minds
the Jean Steinberg is Women's of her new listeners in t he
Director of WCHB radio i n Motor City.
Detroit and is rated one of the
leading disc jockeys in that' " T h e Queen," as she is
area. She has made the gradelknown, has been cited with
in the two short years of her plaques by such organizations
stay in Detroit. as the National Foundation of
the March of Dimes, "for dis-
While in Memphis she was tinguished voluntary leadership
a disc jockey at WD1A wherej the fight against crippling
she had a vast following for diseases:,
eight years. She was w e IL
known as a fashion commenta-i A plaque from another group
tor and returns frequently to:reads, "In appreciation to
Memphis to narrate shows. ShelMartha Jean Steinberg f o r
acquired considerable experi-loutstanding services to t h e
ence in many aspects of radio.Community." It is from t h e
journalism while at the local:Detroit Civic Boosters Commit-
station. tee and signed by Jerome P.
Cavanagh, Mayor.
It was this invaluable experi-
ence that has propelled h e rl She has also received recog-
upward to her present level ofinition from the Women's Day
accomplishment and promises Committee of the New Liberty salted
to carry her even further. Church and the Wolverine added some lemon juice or yin-
State Cosmetology Association
of Michigan.
Martha Jean is a member of
the American Women in Radio
and Television. Last year she
became the first woman to be
named to the executive board
of the National Association of
Radio Announcers. She is a
member of the Board of Di-
rectors o f the Hemophiliac
Foundation of Detroit.
She has been chosen Co -
Chairman to work on the Free-
dom Day Program to be held
in Detroit in June at which
time ,Dr. Martin Luther King
and *alter Reuther will b e
speakers.
Mrs. Steinberg is a member
of the Visitation Catholic
Church and her children are
Dianne, 16, who is a member
of the Detroit Chapter Co -
Ette Club, Inc.; Sandra, 14,
and Trienere 10. Ten children
attend Visitation Catholic
School.
Aspiring for greater heights
and self enhancement she ac-
cepted the challenge for more
competitive radio in a pres-
tige market area when she ac-
cepted the position at WCHB.
Local Bridge Players
Bring Back Trophies
Thirteen Memphians, all
members of the Memphis Con-
tract Bridge Club, participated
in the Midwestern Sectional
held at the Statler-Hilton hotel
in St. Louis, Mo., last week.
Also participating in the
event were players from St.
Louis, Jefferson City, Kansas
egar to preserve tile 'chokes'
color and a little oil to make
the leaves glossy.
For 4 artichokes use 2 table-
spoons of lemon juice and a
tablespoon of oil.
QUEEN REIGNS SUPREME —
"Queen." Martha Jean Steinberg reigns
supreme as she is shown with notables at
a testimonial honoring Congressman Char-
les C. Diggs, Jr.. of Detroit. Left to right,
are former Michigan Governor G. Mennen
Williams, Dr. Martin Luther King and Con-
gressman Diggs. Mrs. Steinberg is Women's
Director of radio station WCHB in Detroit
and appeared on the program honoring the
Congressman.
Les Uniques Bridge Observes Anniversary
Les Uniques Bridge club cele-
brated their first anniversary
with a cocktail party at the
Top Hats and Tails Clubhouse
on South Parkway.
The hostesses beautifully at-
tired in black cocktail dresses
and assisted in receiving their
guests by their husbands and
escorts were Lillian and Allen
Hammond, Betty and Willie
Rounds, Joann and Lemul Os-
borne, Danese and Bobby
Welch, Ruby and Joe Purdy,
Amanda Battles and Chester
City, Mo, Chicago, Louisville, Taylor teamed up to win first White, Doris and Frank Coop-
Cincinnati, Detroit and other place in the open, while Mrs. er, Carolyn Purdy and Elihue
McGhee, Evelyn Vavasseur and
James Austin, Doris Tunstall
and Floyd Garrett, Barbara
Bland, Mrs. L. R. Dumas, Dr. Miss Eleanor Gandy, Mrs. Jackson and Eddie Walker, Ar-
netha Vanpelt, and James Sud-Ada Jackson, Robert JamisonA. R. Flowers, Walter Flowers,
and Miss Ann Lockhart placed duth, Myra Wilson, Bobbie Bu!-
fifth in the team match, whichMrs. Joseph C. Isabel, Mrs.
Ada B. Jackson, Robert Jami- included some of the most out-
son, Miss Ann Lockhart, Mrs. standing players in the A.B.A.
cities.
Memphians included A. B.
Miss Eleanor Gandy, Mr. and
Household Tip
Cook artichokes in boilin g
water to which you've
Winners in the mixed pairs
event were Miss Lockhart of
Memphis and Mr. Dunbar of
Chicago, who won first place;
Mrs. Dumas and Walter Flow-
ers, who won second place and
Miss Gandy and Jerry Taylor,
who won third.
Walter Flowers and Jerry
Dumas and William Taylor
were third in the same event.
Carrie Scott, Jerry Taylor and In all, the group from Mem-
William Taylor. phis captured 13 trophies f o r
Prizewinners from Memphis the event.
were Robert Jamison, who won The players are making plans
first, and Dr. Flower who was
third, in the Individual Players
match.
to attend a national tourna-
ment to be held in Louisville
in August.
What's New?
One appliance manufacturer
has introduced room air condi-
tioners designed specifically for
sliding or casement windows,
plus decorator - styled paneling
!which covers the front of the
units so that they become part
of the room decor.
...like
nothing
else
you ever
tasted
(except
champagne)
Sparkling CHAMPALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAM PALE wherever beer is sold.
CHAM PALE.
14rokiir LIG
bteirODCIII• Brew•ry CO N.J.. Inc Trco^...:"
AS. Barboro, Inc.
House Of Quality Since 1877
119 St. Paul Phone 5276813
lard, and Olivia Stone.
Guests enjoying the cham-
pagne cocktails and the lively
music furnished by the combo
were Beverly Smith and
Charles Crawford, Marcia and
Robert Hall, Jewell Norment
and Ike Walker, Peggy Wright,
Joann and Norris Cansler, Jer-
ry and Alfred Haynes, Greta
Bradfield, Grace Meacham,
Laura and Harold Kinchelow,
Grad Who Gets Leather
Luggage Is Going Places
This month the graduate who receives leather
luggage is sure to be going places. And all along the
way, his handsome leather luggage will serve him
with distinction.
There is no more appropriate gift for the man or
girl graduate venturing forth to,
a new job or another school
than leather luggage, notes
Leather Industries of America.
Whether it's a matched set or
a single piece, it will be wel-
come for its good looks, long life
and serviceability.
This year's flight-light lug-
gage comes in a new super-
leather — a canny combination
of strength, pliability and light
weight. Whether your grad
flies, drives or takes the train,
the wear and tear of travel will
roll off his new leather luggage
with hardly a scratch, dent or
scuff mark.
New tanning processes have
given the leather special sur-
face protection to prolong both
utility and smart appearance.
And through the years, the lea-
ther's patina becomes deeper
and richer.
Delores and Howard Bins,
Pearl and John Gordon, Juani-
taand Edward Lewis, Harold
and Lois Draper, Joe and Joyce
Young, Doris and Bobby Scott,
Edward and Racine Parker.
108100 PROOF. DISTILLED MOM GUN STE NESSE SVIRNOFE ELS ION DE liEUESEINI HARTEDRO.COIDE
THIS IS THE DRINK THAT IS!
SMIRNOFF MULE
It's the drink to start with and stay with—a cool refreshing Mule made with
Smirnoff and 7-Up®. Pour a jigger of Smirnoff over ice. Add juice of
1/4 lime. Fill Mule mug or glass with 7-Up to your taste. Delicious!
Set of 6 Mule mugs $3.00. A great idea for parties. Send check or money order
payable to Smirnoff Mule, Dept.Q, P.O. Box 225, Brooklyn, New York 11202.
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
COMPARE our '66 PRICES!
1966 FORD GALAXIE
V-8 with Cruise-A-Matic,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras! 2465
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!
We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.
1966 MUSTANG
With Cruise-A-Matte,
transrei ssion, radio,
heater, WSW tiros and
other extras!
The
2245
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites 458-1151
When choosing size and
shape, consider his needs and
tastes as well as your gift bud-
get. There are two-suiters, one-
'utters, 21-inch weekenders,
"carry-on" cases, club bags,
duffel rolls and other pieces.
The luggage may be of smooth,
grained, brushed or embossed
leather in such colors as suntan,
ginger, copper, brown, black or
greened brown.
Another grad-pleasing gift is
the ultimate status synibol: a
handsome leather attache case.
New leather attache cases in
brown, ginger, olive and black
come as slim or as roomy as he
might wish.
There are special features
galore — removable zippered
envelopes, brass-bound corners
accordion file sections, buckle(
outside pockets.
Open
$;30 A.M.
MI Midnight
iv Day
Armour Heavy Steer Beef
CHUCK ROAST Lb
iiiERs Lb.
Confer Cut, Armour
REEF ROAST Lb.
PORK LIVER Lb.
Froth
PICNIC, Armour 
PORK Rh I ROAST, Lb.
CHICKEN LEGS Lb.
HAMS Shank, Armour Lb.
Armour Smoked PICNIC Lb.
Armour Heavy Steer /lief
ROUND Steak
SIRLOIN Steak ••••Ls•
CLUB Steak • —48.
RIB Steak
HAMBURGER
MEAT 21/2 Lbs. $
1521
CHERRY
ROAD
31S
N.MITCHELL
1934
S. Lauderdale
Armour Hoer" Stew' Iimf
ROUND BONE ROAST. 
ENGLISH IF. ROAST Lb  '
CHICKEN BREAST LB
PORK STEAKS LL
PATIO BEEF ROAST LB.
COUNTRY RIBS, PORK • LB.
TOMAHAWK FRANKS  LB.
BACON COLUMIIIA, ARMOUR
CHUCK, GROUND LEAN
HAM SLICES D CUT LL -
PORK CUTLETS 
BREAKFAST HAM "-Lb.
PORK CHOPS hi/X 
Armour heavy Ozer beef
TiONE STEAK LL
•11.1
Quantity Rights Reserved
IleKELLET'S COUPON 
nommil
! RED. POTATOES.With Coupon and One Dollar PIIPTChaseL"
1 0 2
VoId After June 11th
I MIMS d=M11 OMM MIII• M=0 =NM MIM. =Ma =PM
I AM= FRXIZZIPSEN  
iNI4gliA NEVA 
Wishbone • 8 Oz. Liquid
DRESSING - French Or Italian
Welch's - 12 Oz.
GRAPE JUICE
Jock Sprat 
-10l. Oz.
ASPARAGUS
Sun Maid - 11 Oz.
CARROTS
almilm =NM
19'
Family'Siz•. 20 Oz..
CATSUP
Betty Crocker • 19 Oz.
CAKE MIX
Kraft's 15U Oz.
PIZZA PIE MIX
Mountain Forms • 16 Oz.
CHOW CHOW
REA LEMON JUICE Pint
Del Monte - 17 Oz.
WHOLE FIGS
Kraft's 
-7 Oz.
NOODLES ROMANOFF
Del Monte .16 Oz. Glass
STEWED PRUNES
00=1•1 /NO ••••11
KELLEY'S COUPON
Witf, Coupon and One Dollar Purchase
SUGAR 5 19cCoLONIAL
jVoid After June 11th • Lbs.
SALE!
60Pri
Quick and Easy • Pak 10 A4i, /4
BISCUITS or ForShowboat - 14 Or.
PORK and BEANS Match
$ 100
SYRUP SALE — Rag. Yoh/. 654
LOG CABIN 26 Oz.
SMUCKER'S 26 Oz.,
VERMONT MAID 260x. 49'
AA GRADE — Guaranteed Fresh
EGGS Dozen MediumLLYS 
Ocean Spray CRANBERRY JUICE
Del Monte • I Qt. 8 Oz.
PRUNE MICE
Quart 39
Unless Stated.Prleow Geed Throogh Jam UPI,
'
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KRESS
COOL COMFORT
SALE
Plan to Stay Cooler
en.ronen,
_ _§ •_ .
:Aro.
This Year!
20-Inch
2-Speed
Portable
Electric
Fan
Lightweight... easily carried from room to room. Quiet,
heavy-duty 2-speed motor is U.L. approved. Motor and
Lan guaranteed against defects in material or workinans
ship fat 1 year.
Better Quality Costs Less At Kress
1 KRESS ) OPEN MON. & THURS.TIL. 9:00 P.M.
9 NO. MAIN STREET
It's Always
A Picnic
when you have
KING
* COTTON
FRANKFURTERS
A PICNIC TO SERVE
A PICNIC TO EAT
•
Made in the
U.S. GOVERMENT
INSPECTED KITCHENS
OF THE
NAT BRING PACKING CO.
Kingsbury Favored In Ball Tournament
Kingsbury will be one of the
favorites in the state high
school baseball tournament
which gets underway this
week at the Fairgrounds. The
Falcons won the West Tennes-
see Regional last week by drub-
bing Ripley 9-4, and edging
Jackson 1-0. Jackson had ad-
vanced to the title game with
a 6-3 win over Carver.
The Cobras failed to give
pitcher Freddie Jamison ade-
quate support in the field, and
with the exception of the homer
given up to opposing pitcher
Wayne Spain, it proved their
downfall.
FINAL PREP STANDINGS
Division 1
W. L. T. Pct.
12 0 0 1.000
9 3 0 .750
8 4 0 .667
66 .500
5 7 .417
0 0 .200
School
Carver
Bertrand
Hamilton
Washington
Mitchell
Geeter 2
Division II
1020 .833
9 3 0 750
6 3 1 .667
5 4 1 .556
4 7 0 .364
0 12 0 .000
0 12 0 .000
Douglass
Manassas
Mt. Pisgah
Melrose
Barret's
Lester
Woodstock
for St. Louis, drove in four
runs, three on a homer, to send
the N.L.'s premiere righthand-
er to the showers with a 6-2
loss. Prior to his bombardment
by Philly, Marichal had given
up only eight runs all season.
The shortstop problem a p -,
pears to be solved for t h e
Giants with Ramon Fuentes
b y taking over this season. 
Talk-
0 f ing with S.F.'S public rel
ations
veteran Gary Schumacher
the San Francisco Giants. The 
I 
while the Giants still were in
crown, proved to be too much high kicking fastballer from contention for the 
pennant last
of an obstacle for Kauai King the Dominican Republic chalk- season 
Gary was very high on
son 
as the versatile three-year-old ed up 
hisf Native Dancer was with little or no concern for 
the Latin infielder. Fuentes is! first ten victories'
currently hitting .309, eighth in
the supposedly potent bats in 
the N.L.'s premier righthand-
tastic earned run average .80
in 101 innings. The Phillies
same season since the great showed the rest of the league
Citation pulled off the feat 18 that, Marichal, comparatively
years ago'. mild tempered after the notor-
The word from the stable of , iety
 he received from conking
the winner of the Derby and J
ohn Roseboro on the noggin
Preakness winner was that 
with a bat late last season, isis
Kauai King was in good shape no
t completely invincible. 
375. Teammate Matty Alou
and his last workout over three 
third at .327 followed by Jim
Bill White, who hit Marichal Hart with .324. Mots. and Alou
furlongs in 36 seconds bears solidly while playing first base are former Giants.
that out. However, Don Brum-
field's mount didn't have it in
the stretch as surprise victor
Amberoid caught Kauai King
in the last quarter mile t o
rap up the richest Belmont
purse in history last Saturday
afternoon at New York's Aque-
duct Park.
SPOR
HORIZO
IMENIMMity BILL UTTI4
BELMONT HALTS STREAK
The Belmont Stakes, t h e
third jewel in racing's triple
, thwarted in his bid to become
'the first -horse to win the Ken-
tucky Derby, Preakness and
Belmont Stakes during t n e
PREP LEAGUE CHAMPS — The Carver Cobras won the
the Prep League championship after downing Douglass two
games to one after both teams had wrapped up their di-
vision titles for the second straight year. The Coln as,
first round losers to Jackson in last week's West Ten-
nessee Regional, took time out to pose for the camera.
Coach Robert Crawford is seated on the second row at the
extreme left.
The starting field was shoot-
ing for a record $161,400. Jock-
ey Bill Boland booted h i s
colt to only his second victory
in eight starts. His earnings for
the year have soared to $212,-
125.
Nearly one million dollars
passed through the mutuel win-
dows, another Belmont record.
As the crowd of 56,011 watch-
ed at Aqueduct and millions on
on nation - wide television,
few realized when Amberoid
raced across the finish line in
first place that losers backing
the 5-1 favored Kauai King
were holding $513,722 worth of
!worthless tickets. The winner
paid $13.00, $7.20 and $8.60.
Second place Buffle paid $11.40
to place and 113.80 to show.
Advocator returned $13.20 t o
holders of show tickets while
Kauai King was fourth, a n d
for only fifteenth time in
this the 98th running of t h e
Belmont Stakes, has a favorite
finished out of the money.
CRAFTY DOMINICAN GIANT
National League hitters
righthander Juan Marichal
The fall of the New York
Yankees from their accustom-
ed top perch is proof that
the break of that dynasty was
in the best interest of base-
ball. The same holds true
the case of the domination oil
NEW MID-SOUTH FAIR MAN:
AGER—T. Wilson Spark, insistent
-nan•ger of the Florida State Fair
n Tampa, will 1111111T• sh•
nansigitment of the Mid-South Fair
▪ Memphis, Dec. I, 1964, Joe Pip-
it', President of fls• Fair. an-
seunced. He is succeeding G. W.
"Rill" Wynn*, who will leave Mem-
phis in December to take over the
management ef the Eestern States
Exposition in Springfield. Mass.
Mr. Sparks will work with Mr.
Wynn• through this 1966 Mid-South
Fair, this dotes of which ere Sep-
tember 23 -October I.
A native of Corinth, MiS11;111;pp;,
Mr. Spark is • graduatto of Missis-
sippi State University and received
his Minter's Dogma from this Uni.
irersitg ef Hernia.
the league.
Sepia players are again dom-
inating the batting race in the
National circuit with 13 of the
first 14 being players of color.
Another interesting sidelight is
the fact that six of the leaders
are either Giants or once wore
their flannels. Manny Moto of
Pittsburgh heads the list at
ruberBRCa6" -T2"1a5y 1
APPLIANCE
FURNITURE CO.
1348 POPLAR AVENUE
Caller of Peeler see Cie,suute
Owen man., Thursday &
Fr:daiy nicHs till 1 PM.
Seruing thousands of customers
fee ewer ID years.
pay later
AIR CONDITIONER
• 7 quiet-maker features
• Furniture styled! Witi
hardwood fronts —
in walnut finish.
• Famous Norge quality.
Dependable year after
year.
Taws from now you'll be glad it's
We'll Make Arrangements
for your Electric W;rmq,
InstailatIon •oci combine
into ono Easy Payment.
NO MONEY DOWN
FIRST PAYMENT
IN JUNE!
NJIORiG
HUNTER
WINDOW
FANS
•
,r5PIEC
, LIVING
4 ROOM $7995
1 SUITE
3 PIECE
RED
ROOM
SUITE
MATTRESSES
iMet nchi. $7995
Swings
$28"
Pitching should make t h eitral join the Falcons in t h e their southpaw Brantley Jones
big difference in the state as double elimination meet. Kings- perhaps 
the best twirler i n
Knoxville Fulton, Madison bury was second in the state the state. Jon
es is undefeated
County, and Chattanooga Cen- last year. The Falcons have in in 14 games 
this season.
NOTICE
Glenmore
isn't
expensive
bourbon...
NEWSBOYS
Would you like to the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door wee';Iv7 YOU CAN EARN C,,SH FOR THOSL
SCV ' 1:NIS
Fill in the r." y. 2n sLit the P9 1;!1111 1q cnroing to you weekly
YOUR NAME
Address 
Phone number
— Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
LMail to: TRI-STATE nEFENDER 236 South Wellingtew Street Memphis, Tennesee
NOW, you can own
Pay no money
down* and as little
as 85iper mo.
FIGURE
YOUR OWN -
DEALS
..1111110m,
*Your present car wil make the down payment . . . just look how easy
i+ is to own a new Comet from Schilling on Union:
YOUR TRADE! WE FINANCE: PAYMENTS:
Average 61 model . . $1500 .
Average '60 model . . $1600 .
Average '59 model . . $1100 .
Average '51 or '58 model $1800 .
. $48.51 per mo.
. $51.75 per mo.
. $54.98 per mo.
. $58.21 per mo.
If your car is in above average condition your payments will be 'wen
tower! Payments include Credit Life Insurance, exclude sales fax.
NEW COMET WITH AIR CONDITIONINO ONLY $4.00 MORE PIR MONTH!
FREE Unlim
ited Speed Car Washes for a tu!! year wnen
you buy a new caillet. Mer`Cury. or English Ford from
Schilling on Union!
See 100 Cars in Air Conditioned Comfort ...
in the main showroom and upstairs showroom—ell models, styles, trim,
colors and equipment — clean and ready to go!
• Open Evenings 'til 9:00
• Bank Financing
on the Spot
ON UNION
/II UNION AVE. • 272-7561 LINCOLN • MERCURY • ENGUSH FORD
We LEASE all snakes and asesleSs
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Cash Tog
S 300.00
S1,000.00
51,500.00 
$2,000.00
52,500.00
$5,000.00
CROWNING CEREMONY — The St. Andrew Day Care
Center closed its annual King and Queen Contest with Pres-
ton Taylor, Jr., as king, and LaGail Yates as queen. Shown
from left to right for the crowning ceremony are standing:
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Taylor, Mrs. Lucille Towler, Mrs. L.
B. Dyson and Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso Yates. Seated on the
King and Queen thrones for 1966 are Preston Taylor, Jr..
and LaGall Yates.
Queen Of Hearts Club
Set For Summer Break
The Queens of Hearts Bridge
Club met at he Cain Residence
for their May Meeting. M r s.
Linda Isabel and Miss Barba-
ra Neal pinch-hit in the ab-
sence of Doris Hall, Hostels,
who had to leave for Chi ergo
because of death in her family.
In keeping with the season,
the menu was light, festive and
delectable consisting of spicy
barbequed chicken, spring
green beans, new potatoes
garnished with parsley, garden
salad and molded fruit dessert.
HIDE GRAY HAIR
lb SLICK BLACKDOUBLE ACTION
_
/MORS 6PAYIKIRRia
2 DRESSES ILVR IN PLACE
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With a Small, low Cost
Roal Utah, Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Approx.
Pornonts
.5 12.99
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
.5 45.50
 $ 56.20
$110.112
Be Wise! Choose
State Sayings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6•0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
OLD FRIEND
NEW LOCATION
Over 15 Yrs. Experience
FREE ESTIMATES
Room Additions - Dens - Car-
ports - Driveways - Porches -
Patios - Gartges - Heating -
Storm Doors and Windows -
Roofing Ornamental Iron
Fences - Concrete
SIDING
ALUMINUM
PLASTIC
BRICK
MANY OTHER SERVICES
BOSWELL HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
Licensed and Bonded
410 MARIS
2 Blocks South Of Broad
275-3369
Classified Ads...
I REcOND TV GUAR. $3505)
I refrIg . guar . $15 00
10,000 BTU air oond. Priced to
maw Morgan Furniture A TV
Boles. 240 E. Mebertiore. Phone
A42-0046.
COMM ERCI A L FOR @ALT
IDEAL LOCATION DOCTOR'S
ininto Clooniew Boa atop •
root% 001111116 Large swims. noel
Photo 2764700.
All of this was topped off with
home-made rolls and choice
summe'r beverages.
Business completed before
the summer break included dis-
cussion of plans for the fall
cocktail party, additions to the
Constitution and By-Laws and
acceptance of Mrs. Naomi Go-
chett as a new member.
Club Winners were Lila Du-
mas, toaster oven, first prize;
Della Robinson - king size TV
tray set, second prize; Mollie
McCright, bathroom scales, —
third prize; and Joyce Wedd-
ington, electric alarm clock -
fourth prize.
Guest winners were Juanita
Truitt, toaster oven, first
prize; Marie Smith, bathroom
scales, second prize and Cyn-
thia Winfrey- third prize - card
decorated lightter and ash tray
set.
Other members present were
Emma Jean Stotts, Barbara
Knowles, Martha Whitney, Ma-
ry Franklin, Gwendolyn Isabel,
Evelyn Lewi s, Jacqueline
Household Tip
Stuff the leaves of cooked ar-
tichokes with well-buttered fine
dry bread crumbs (about 4 ta-
blespoons of melted butter per
cup of crumbs) seasoned with
savory or sage to taste. Place
in a covered casserole and bake
In a 350-degre oven for 10 to
15 minutes.
Smith, Vemette Golden, Naomi
Gochett and Doris Buchanan.
Other guests present were
Virginia Grinner, Betsie Jones
and Harriette Young.
Mrs. Hall is club,reporter.
Fairlaiw 500;
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOIPS SALE!
At A Special Low Price
For fairlane's Sale of the Year .
ONLY . . . . S.2095
L you want to do ais your own alerting, the 4.apsid is
far you. Fairlane'l optional 4-epeed manual anaemia-
Son (available with hilly aynchroniaed with
higher numeric./ ratio in int gear. Give' (Sat takeoff
from standing start. Floormuumeall shift lever Itas posi-
tive reverse-gear lockout
Special with the Fairiane GTA ki new Sport, .1t
Craimi-0-1tatk This., whke parkin' both maikaal
sad automatic abdting. For mama par owe
shift Lim. back to Low (t) and ihrough 2nd
(2) and into High or DrNe (D).' Far fulyannomane
MOAK, doper arm /aver to Daisy and gol
FAIRLANIS FAIRLANIS FAIRLANIS
Finance Plan To Fit Everyone's Pocket
$59" DOWN $59" PER MONTH
A Limit Amotint For Special Sale - So .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE. 4584151.
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
SAVER'S
BLACK PEPPER
PURE
40z.'
DOMINO
SUGAR
10 Lbs.
FRED MONTESI
Plain Or Iodized
ARMOUR'S
TREET
LUNCHEON MEAT
SALT
26 Oz.
Boxes
 5
FRED MONIES,
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
FRESH GROUND
HAMBURGER
Or
2 Lb. Package Or More With HAMBURGER
This Coupon 40C Off
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Coupon
oxpiros at Noon. Juno 15. One of each coupon per
customer. To redeem both coupons, takes a $10.00
additional purchase, excluding value of coupon met.
cherridisak. (Fresh milk products, and tobacco, is
cluded in compliance with state Inws.1
HUNTS
HICKORY CATSUP
14 Oz.
2 F°r 29
anininn..• 
PATTIES
OFF
2 Lb. Package Or More
c2RLIIInco3tbs6.,94 SALAD DRESSINW
LIPTON
TEA
KRAFT
Miracle Whipf
4 Oz. Lipton 11c
48 Ctn. Lipton Bags 39c
1177.
• .4, .41.10
DOUBLE COLA
NO RETURN BOTTLES
3 LIMIT 12 Oz.3 FOR
2 LIMIT
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchases, •xcluding
value of coupon merchandis• (kiosk milk products
end tobacco also excluded in compliance with state
low). One coupon per customer. Coupon •xpires
Wednesday Noon, June 15.
(41-"FkEb  10,4
r
4.
Iltrir''' 1;7'
HI-C
ORANGE, GRAPE CHERRY
46 Oz.
Can
DRINK
4 LIMIT
•
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Six Memphians Receive
Degrees From Tuskegee
Six Memphians and a student International Development, and
from Covington were among former director for the Bureau
the more than 300 students to of the Budget.
receive degrees from Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama during the
school's recent commencement
exercises.
The guest speaker for the
service was David E. Bell, ad-
ministrator for the Agency for
TEETHING PAIN
New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teeth-
ing pain. Just apply, pain "flies away.°
Recommended by many
pediatricians, works fast...
results guaranteed or
money back. Also available
ki —el
ora- j e i
PEST
'EXTERMINATING CO:
TEIIMITIS-BOACHES
WA1SB BOGS-RATS
MOM sod MOO
ML W BEFORE roe An
INUARRASSED
"WE SILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
101 FREE ESTIMATES
PM. FA 7.4033
He told the members of the
graduating class that "econom-
ic and social progress are not
enough to prevent war, but
they can eliminate major
causes of conflicts and wipe
out the basis for violence based
on despair."
To those who question U. S.
economic aisistance abroad
"when there is so much to be
done here at home," Mr. Bell
said, "There is no reason why
we cannot do what is necessary
in the United States and also
provide strong assistance
abroad."
Memphians receiving degrees
in the class were Porter Osby,
Jr., Berniece Gooch, Gwendo-
lyn Loures Smith, Mrs. Bennet-
ta Nelson, Mrs. Pearl Ingram
Stephens, and Bobbie Steven-
son. Lawtence Vernon Winston
of Covington, Tenn., was also
a member of the class.
Honorary degrees were pre-
sented to Helen Hayes, the ac-
tress, who received the Doctor
of Human Letters; Roy Wil-
kins, NAACP executive direc-
tor, who was awarded the Doc-
tor of Laws, and Eugene Pat-
terson, editor of the "Atlanta
Constitution," also the Doctor
of Humane Letters.
Volume Makes The
Difference
BUY YOUR 1966 FORD
FROM
HULL DOBBS CO.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR
115 South Third St.
Ph 526-8871
KEYS TO NEW HOME — Moving into their new home,
Dr. and Mrs. Booker T. Hodges and their daughter, Tami
Monique, are seen accepting keys to New Orleans Colonial
style edifice from Lewis Harris, vice president of property
management for the Peace Realty company at 4787 Horn
Lake rd. The seven-room house has three bedrooms, a 13x
22 master bedroom, separate living and dining rooms, a 23-
foot den and an enclosed double garage. The home is lo-
cated at 5026 Ravensworth drive. Persons looking for homes
in this class, as well as other styles, may contact Mr. Harris
by calling 398•79S6. (Adv.)
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50:
TO 
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Street Address  Zone He 
City . State 
Is there really a Tiger in Esso Extra?
Some folks doubt 4.
But not our customers. They've proved
to their own satisfaction that High-
energy Esso Extra can bring power
back alive.
That the first tankful starts neutralizing
power
-robbing engine deposits to help
prevent hot spots and misfiring. And
lust a few more tankfuls can clean up a
fouled carburetor to restore lost power
and mileage.
And that Esso Extra gives them the high
octane for lively performance—to help
them pass safely when they need to or
take oft oft a hurry %Mew they Wise
freeway. Oh, it's a Tiger MI rigid.
Stitt skeptloolT Try Peso Metre end and
out tor yourself. "Happy Abolorincr.
HUMBLE 00.0. ANY
••001.111 ON. 1.0v COANv
PUT AUGER IN YOUR TANIV
*NONNI. Oft ONN.O..... NOW
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTtOCATIONS
10113 VIII YOU
Cif 1111111111001111
NOTICE!
Alt Churches •
Clubs
- Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Moil In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Sox 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
• Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do In
" 7 17
 1
THAN'S
LOAN F10E
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 it 178 BEAL STREET JA 6.4300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-161 KALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
. NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
• ::PD
mos..
WALKER'S
15.4 U
C,PAreP
'4(1
• 
How come? To match what goes inside.
Still your favorite Hiram Walker's Gin made with imported botaracalS.
Still your favorite Vodka distilled an extra step for extra dryness.-
ININIMUNININLYCIN • SOP11W 41STILED RN UN • VODKA -11141ININ•INIENIN NAM nit stessiumi woman INC., POW, RL
/ THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
each Thursday at the following locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3 199 Ford Road
GEORGE WAL`CER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
4.48 Walker Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lai(' Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
IN GRO.
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1 287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H Sundry
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 M:ssissippi
942-1712
Pres. 8. Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG
209 Beale
PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
PROSPECT REXALL
DRUGS
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
249 5 Carnes
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SAUNDERS DRUG CO
565 S. Parkway E.
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
Good Foods
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WAD UNGON
251 E. McLernore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
